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ORAL HISTORY INTERVIEWS WITH
MRS. E. JANE DILLARD

September 28 and October 8, 1999
Omar, West Virginia

Interviewers: Rita Wicks-Nelson, Ph.D. and Ancella Radford Bickley, Ed.D.
Transcriptionist: Gina Kehali Kates

AB: This is Ancella Bickley speaking. Rita Wicks-Nelson and I are in Omar, West Virginia

visiting with Mrs. E. Jane Dillard. Today is September 28 1\ 1999. Mrs. Dillard, first thing.
what's the "E" stand for?
JD: Eliza.

AB: Eliza.
JD: Eliza. In fact, my name is Eliza Jane. And when I was younger, I, they used to tease me.

And I would cry until my mother told me, said, "You have a song written for you." And I
stopped crying and I, you know, just. ..just really enjoyed my name. But lately I just put E. And,
well, I use Eliza professionally. And uh...
AB: But your friends call you Jane.
JD: They do, call me Jane.

RW-N: The kids would tease you about your name?
JD: Ahnost-, my sister and brother, they would sing, "Oh, little Liza, little Liza Jane." And I would

cry until I realized that everyone doesn't have a song written.
AB: Well, that was very clever of your mother to tell you that. [laughing]
RW-N: What was your name at birth?
JD: Campbell. (RW-N: Campbell?) My maiden name is Campbell.

RW-N: And can you give us your birth date?
JD: Uh, March 2gt\ 1930.

RW-N: And you were born where?
JD: In South Carolina, in a place called Middendorf.
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RW-N: Can you spell that?
JD: M-i-d-d-e:-n-d-o-r-£ It's in the vicinity of Hartsville, in Chesterfield County.
RW-N: Oh, I know where-, I know that area. (JD: Yes) And so, you crune to West Virginia....
JD: At the age of seven. My father had come up here to get, find work. And we crune to West

Virginia at the age of seven. And it was interesting. I couldn't stand up on the rocks.
AB: You were, you were used to flat ground. [chuckling]
JD: I was, I was used to flat ground. I had more skinned knees. But I soon learned how to stand

up and walk.
RW-N: Had your father come ahead of the family to find work?
JD: He did, he crune. He left in the spring, and uh, coming here. And the flood of '37, he was caught

in the flood in Cincinnati and then in Huntington. And he told us that even one of the buildings he
was in, they had to rescue him off the roof because of the water was so high.
AB: Well, now, had he stopped down there to work, or he was just passing through or what?
JD: He was passing through and working along the way. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And then he uh, I guess

what they called, uh, hoboing or hitchhiking because he caught the train whenever he could, and
ended up here in Logan County at Crystal Block.
AB: Did he have friends here or what made him decide to come here?
JD:

He didn't have any friends. In fact, he came here because he had fallen out with one of his

friends. And they had had a fight. And he decided, he told his morn- told my mother- it was time for
him to leave. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And he left. And then he told us he was gonna find work. He
didn't know where he was going. But he ended up here.
AB: And what was his nrune?
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JD: Richard, Richard Campbell.
AB: Richard Campbell. (JD: Yes) And your mother's name.
JD: Allie Beasley.
AB: Allie Beasley. Would you spell... ?
JD: B-e-a-s-1-e-y.
AB: And where was she from?
JD: She was from South Carolina, also. Now, Mom, let's see, I think it was.. .I forget now where

it was. But I know she-, it was in Chesterfield County.

And my dad was from Hartsville.

Darlington, I think it was where my mother was from.
AB: Do you know when your mother was born?

JD: Uh, April 18th , 1909, I think that's when it was.

AB: And what about your father?
JD: He was born August 25 th , 1907.
AB: And they came here to Logan County, your father came first. (JD: Yes) And then sent for the

family?
JD: Yes, he sent.
AB: And how many of, were there in the family?

JD: Okay, let me see. I. .. there were a total of sixteen children. (AB: In your family?) In my
family. And let's see, I'm trying to think. . . . There's Annie, Alberta, then the twins, and I have two
brothers, Richard James and John Henry ....

RW-N: Were the twins sisters? Girls?
JD: Girls. And then Judy, Carol, and Teresa, and Tommy Wesley were born in West Virginia.
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RW-N: And where are you in that?

JD: I'm number three, child number three. I had an older brother. The older brother was Arnold.
And then my oldest sister, Ruby, was second and then I'm number three.

AB: Let me see ifl have them all. Dilli-, uh, let's see, Annie, Alberta and then the twins, you didn't
give us the twins' name.

JD: Mary and Martha.
AB: Mary and Martha. And Richard, James, John-Richard James-(JD: Richard James) John
Henry, Judy, Carol, Teresa, Tommy, Wesley, Arnold, Ruby, and Jane.

JD: And Joseph Beasley. I left out Joseph Beasley. Joseph Beasley was born before Tommy and-,
before Teresa.

AB: And the four-, three of you were born in South Carolina?
JD: Let's see now... it's... there were more. Arnold, Ruby, there were five us, no, six ofus born
in South Carolina.

AB: And ten born here?
JD: And ten born here. Because now Arnold, that's the oldest, (AB: Mmm-hmm) Ruby is the second
one, and I'm the third, then my sister Alene, then Hattie Mae, and then we have a sister named Alma.
That's six of us.

RW-N: Lots of girls.

JD: Yes, lots of girls. There' re eleven girls and five boys. (RW-N: Uh-huh)

AB: That's a big family.
JD: It was. And do you know, up until last year, all of the children were alive.
AB : Were still living.
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JD: And we lost one brother, John Henry, in February oflast year. And Arnold in December 21 st •

AB: But there's still fourteen of you living?
JD: There's still fourteen of us.
AB: And uh, there were six of you who came with your mother (JD: Yes) from South Carolina to
West Virginia. (JD: Yes) And did you come directly to Omar or where?

JD: We came directly to Crystal Block. (AB: To Crystal Block) Yes. And in 1945, my, my, well,
my dad got a job in Omar, at Pine Creek, and we moved down here in 1945.

AB: Uh-huh. How...

JD: No, he didn't. He, he didn't get a job in Pine Creek. He worked over here in Number Four
Hollow, in the mine in Superior Bottom. But all ofthis belonged to the uh, let's see, it was .. .I'm
trying to think. It was Omar, uh, Win-, no, Omar... [pausing for thought] ... mmh, what was it.
Cause then we've had Omar Mining, then we had Pittsburgh Steel, and then now Collain owns the
coal company. West Virginia Coal and Coke Company was the name of the company.

RW-N: Was here?
JD: Was here.
RW-N: And we are in Superior Bottom now.
JD: We're in Superior Bottom now.
AB: Well, I am interested in how in the world you managed with sixteen children in the family. How
do you... because every time everybody-, just making a meal must have been hard work.
JD : You know, this is one of the things that I really admire and appreciate my parents. Because in

South, in the South we had, we lived on a farm, and they raised animals. And at Crystal Block, well,
in fact, you could have a few animals. And my dad put out a garden. But he was the only one that
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worked regularly. Some time my mother would take in washing, you know, to supplement the
income. But the beautiful thing about it, you know, during, let's see, '39, I think, they would have
come out on strikes. And I remember one morning getting up and my mother cooked the last meat
she had, and made bread, and used all the last ingredients that she could, except flour. That's all she
had left was flour. And we had, we had our breakfast. And my father looked at her, my mom, and
he said, "The Lord will provide." Her name was Allie. He said, "Allie, the Lord will provide." He
said, "I don't know where I'm going to find the money, but I'm going down the road and see if I
can find a job and get some food. I'll be back with some food." So before dark, before the sun went
down, we looked and my father was coming up the road and they had these, you know, like burlap
sacks (RW-N: Yes). He had one full of food. Where he had; he had fought fire. And they would
make, you know, come around and get people to fight fires and then they would pay them. When
he went by the post office, his check for fighting fire was there. So he thumbed to Logan and walked
part of the way. And they had a place called Good Luck and he went to that store and spent that
money on food and came back. But we were very fortunate. We never missed a meal.
AB: Were you living in a company house or. .. ?
JD: We lived in a company house.
AB: Mmm-hmm. That must have been hard because the houses were small. How in the world did
sixteen children and two parents manage?
JD: At this particular time, we lived in a three-room house. And uh, we just shared. And it didn't
make any difference. We just knew that so many ofus would sleep in this bed and that was it. That
was the way we did. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And then we had our own little things. But we had a little
spot for our things. And my, my parents, they always taught us to share, but to respect the ownership
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of each other. And that was one of the things that we did. And then, we knew that we had
responsibilities and we had to help out.
RW-N: How many years were there between the oldest child and the youngest?
JD: Let me see ...

RW-N: Well, it had to be at least twenty, right?

AB: Yeah, at least.
JD: I think they're more than twenty. (RW-N: Yeah) Let's see, Arnold because.. .let's see, Arnold

was born in 1925. And Tommy was born in 19-, I think it was, 1951. So it was about twenty-six
years.
RW-N: Was there a time when all sixteen of you lived at home? Or some of them .. some of them

were leaving ithe house or. .. ?
JD: They were leaving, because my brother left early. And he went to, well, in fact, during the World

War II. He dropped out of high school and went to Norfolk and worked at the uh, on the shipyards.
(AB: Shipyards) Because he had taken welding here. (AB: Mmrn-hmm) And so, they hired him.
And then from that, he was drafted into the Army and he went into service. And actually, he didn't
live at home after that, not for a long time.
RW-N: But you still had a housefull, right?.
JD: We did, we had a housefull.

RW-N: How much formal education did your mother and father have?
JD: I, my father finished the second grade and my mother finished the third grade.

RW -N: Could they read and write?
JD : They could, they could read and write. And one of the things my father said is that- at the time
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they lived on the farm. And you know, during that time they were sharecroppers. And they had to
stop and go to work on the farm. So he couldn't go to school. And my mother was, she, her mother
died when she was young. I think she said she was thirteen. So she didn't get much schooling, cause
she had to be the mo-, the woman of the house. So that's why she had to drop out of school.

RW-N: Did they come from big families?
JD: Not as large as they had.
RW-N: But they both had brothers and sisters?
JD: They both had brothers and sisters.
AB: Did-, how did your parents meet? Do you know?
JD: You know, I uh... my mother told me. But I think my father had gone-he liked to ride
horses-and he had gone and anyway, they started talking. But they ran-, they eloped to, when they
got married.

AB: Were they very young?
JD: They were, let's see, I think my father was, let's see, he was seventeen, and my mother was about
thirteen. You know, she was younger (AB: Mmm-hmm) when they married.

AB: And as, did they ever tell you any stories about slavery, involving any of their family members?
JD: No, uh, they didn't say anything about slavery. (AB: Uh-huh) But I do know that my father,
well, actually, he-this was like the man that owned the property. And he was one of their prize, you
know, workers. Because on their wedding night, he and my mother spent their wedding night in their
home. (AB: Oh, really?) My father had a bed in their home.

AB: So your father lived with this, this white family?
JD: He lived with this white family. And the other workers had, they had their regular quarters, you
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know, for their workers. (AB : Mmm-hmm) But my father lived in the home; he had a bed there.

AB: Do you think he might have been related to them?
JD: Well, he had a white father. (AB: Your father did?) Right, he did. But I don't know if that was

his, you know, connection or not.

AB: How do you know he had a white father?
JD: This is what he told us.
AB: Uh-huh. Did you ever meet him?
JD: No, never did meet him. (AB: Uh-huh)

RW-N: Did you meet bis mother?
JD: Met his mother. In fact, her name was Eliza Jane. I'm named for her.
AB: Did he have any sisters and brothers?
JD: Half brothers and half sisters.
AB: Uh-huh, but he's the only one who had the white father?
JD: As far as I know he was.

AB: Uh-huh. What about your mother, on your mother's side?
JD: Now, my mother, her father looked white, but he wasn't.

AB: Mmm-hmm, so he, do you think his father was white?
JD: There was white in his family, (AB: Mmm-hmm) you know, down in his line. But her father,
you couldn't tell him from a white person. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And then her mother died-but I didn't
never see her mother-but her mother was part Indian. Because I saw her grandmother, her mother's
mother. And she was a Cherokee, and looked very much like an Indian. And her grandfather- in fact,
he came and he had the coal black hair, wavy hair, and the stature of an Indian.

AB: Mmm-hmm. So you have these three strains then that are mixed (JD: Yeah) up in your family.

So they ran away, got married, crune back, and were working on this farm, sharecropping in South
Carolina. (JD: Yes) And uh, six children were born to them over the next years. (JD: Yes) And
your father had some kind of a difficulty with a friend and decided that he needs to leave. (JD: Yes)
So he's not thirty years old then, is he? He's ...

JD: Uh, let's see ...no, no, because he left in 1937, no, he's not thirty.
AB: And he comes here and begins to work in the coal mines. (JD: Yes) And uh, you children then,

where did you go to school?

JD: I started school in South Carolina and it was interesting. I had finished the first grade and should
have been in the second grade. But they said because ofmy size, they wouldn't-, and we didn't have
the records tq prove it. (RW-N: Mnnn-hmm) So I had to start over. And because I knew the work,
my teacher allowed me to do the primer and the first grade in the first year. So ... (AB: So you
caught up) I caught up.
AB: And where was that school?

JD: At Crystal Block.
AB: Do you remember the nrune ofit?

JD: Uh, just the Crystal Block Colored School.
AB: Was it a one-room school?

JD: It was a one-room school. And it had this big stove that stood in the middle of the floor and they
had the jacket around it. And on cold days, some days, that jacket would get red hot.

RW-N: Do you remember your school in South Carolina?
JD: I can remember vaguely. And I was, I remember the last teacher's name was Miss Peterkins.
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And I was thinking the other day about her and I know she was a chubby lady. And all I can see just
her smiling face and that's all I can remember.

RW-N: Now, what town was this in?
JD: This was in, near Hartsville, Hartsville, in the rural section of Hartsville.
AB: Who was your teacher in Crystal Block?
JD: Miss Haxall.
AB: Can you spell that?
JD: H-a-x-a-l-l. In fact, she was an aunt to uh, Rosetta Chiles. Well, she was a Davis when she first
came to Crystal Block. But then she was a Chiles. She married Howard Chiles. And then she taught
me English in high school, there.

AB: So when you went to school at this one room school in Crystal Block, you had brothers and
sisters in the school with you.

JD: I did, I did.
AB: And, uh, so did you all walk, did you live close by or what?
JD: We walked. We lived up in the hollow and we would walk to school. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And,

uh, that was the only way we could get to it, was just by walking.

AB: Did you like school?

JU: I did, I loved school. Always loved school.
AB: Wpat about homework? Did you have homework to do?
JD: I did, we'd have homework. But it was always easy. And uh, in fact, it just seems.. .I just
enjoyed it so much. And I can remember when my oldest sister started school. And I cried, I wanted
to go to school. And every evening she would come home, she would have to tell me what she had
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learned. And I remember one night I was listening to her, and we were playing school, and it was
cold, and I was leaning over in a cane-bottom chair, you know, straight-it was similar to these-and
leaning over toward the fireplace. And my chair went, fell and my arm went under the grate. (AB:
Oh) And I carried a scar. But it was, I learned don't ever do that in front of a fireplace. [laughing]

AB: What about school books and what not? Did you all, uh, did you have to buy your books or
how did you all manage that?

JD: We had to buy our books.
AB: And you could pass them on, I guess (JD: we could) one to the other. (JD: Yes) What about
clothing? How do you manage food and clothing and making meals for a large family?

JD: My mother did a lot of sewing and she made a lot of our clothing. And then I had, people would
give us things, and Mother would re-make them. And then my dad's sister lived in New York, and
she worked, worked for people, the rich people, and they would give her clothes and she'd send
boxes.

And I was always fortunate.

Practically everything in the box would always fit me.

[chuckling]
AB: So you always had a lot to wear?

JD: Yes. But my mother always, she was very careful. She uh, made us share. And she didn't allow
me to have much more than the rest of them (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And she would alter it and make
it, you know, fit them.

RW-N: Now you liked school and you did well in school, I gathered. (JD: Yes, I did.) Was that true
of some of the others of your brothers and sisters? Or were you really the one who loved it the most?

JD: Well, you know, most of them did love school. And I can't think of anyone who didn't love it.
And out of all sixteen, let's see, my older brother dropped out of school before he graduated. But
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in later years, he uh, studied and he's the only one in the family who studied, like with you. And he
became a machinist, and you know, he worked liked that. And then he was also a mechanic. Then,
let's see, my oldest sister graduated. In fact, all of, all of the children graduated from high school,
except my oldest brother. And he quit before he graduated, but then we went back and finished.
AB: Uh, did you all have quarrels with one another when you were growing up?
JD: We did, we did. But our parents would let it go just so far, and then they'd say, "Okay, now,

you have to make... make up. You're brothers and sisters, you can't fight." And uh, so that was one
of the things that kept us, I guess, from becoming too combative with each other.
AB: Did, who was the disciplinarian in your family? Your mother or your father? Or both?
JD: Both. My father was the main disciplinarian. And my mother would only discipline if she had

to.
RW-N: Did you get paddled? Did you get paddled?
JD: We did, we got, we, we ... they had a strap, and sometime they would use switches. And I, I'm

thankful for it, because had they not corrected us, we probably would have been dead or in prison
somewhere. And I know we wouldn't have been able to finish high school.
AB: How did you manage the washing? And I assume you didn't have...did you have running water

and indoor plumbing and electricity and what not?
JD: We didn't have indoor plumbing. We had, there was a pump or a faucet out-well, in fact, for

a while, there was just a pump on the outside. And we'd have to go out and catch our water and
bring it in the house, and also catch our water for washing, and then heat the water in a tub on the
stove. And uh, in South Carolina we would always have, you had the tubs. We'd build a fire outside
and a little place to put the water on and uh, and heat the water for the washing. But in West Virginia
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we had to put it on the stove. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And then we washed on the rub board. And you
know, during that time, my mother, she would wash out the white clothes. And then they believed
that they had to boil them. She would put them in the tub and boil them, and then we had to rinse
them. It was really something.

AB: And uh, in the winter time, it was really hard.
JD: It was.
AB: As I remember those days. (JD: Yes)
RW-N: It was hard to wash them and even harder to dry them.
JD: Yes, yes. And sometimes you'd get ready to hang them up and they'd freeze before they, you'd
get them pinned on the line. (AB: Mmm-hmm)

AB: So, uh, what about meal time? How did you all manage meals? I assume you had a coal stove.
JD: We had a coal stove. And my mother always made the meals, cooked everything [inaudible].
AB: What were some of the kinds of things you all ate? Did she bake?
JD: She'd bake, she would bake cakes, she baked pies, and uh, we had a lot of vegetables, and

cabbage, potatoes, and pinto beans and then, of course, we had chicken and sometime we'd have, you
know, beef, beef roast, and baked pones, things like that we ate.

AB: So you had your own garden?
JD: We did, we had a garden.
AB: What about animals? Did you raise any animals?
JD: We raised, at one time we had chickens and then my father, we had rabbits and then we had pigs.

And one time we had a cow.
AB: Did you can?
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JD: We did can. That was a big thing during the summer. We would always can a lot, the vegetables
that was raised in the garden, so we'd have food, you know, for the winter.

AB: Did you have hogs?
JD: We did, we did.

AB: Do you remember hog killing?
JD: Yes, I do.

AB: How did that work?
JD: Well, in fact, the men in the community would get together and then they would kill the hogs.
And the last one we had-well, it was my responsibility to take care of the hog. I had to feed it.
So .. .it was a little black and white pig. And I made a pet out of it. And I would ride its back and
just played with it and when hog killing time came, they had a hard time killing that hog. And of
course, it upset me. And I didn't want it. And I cried. And uh, so my father says, ''No more, no
more pigs, no more pigs." [laughing]

AB: So once they kill them, did you all help to, did you preserve the meat or what?
JD: We did. After they would kill them, there were cer-, like the liver and then they would always
cut that up, and then they would cut off some of the fat to render into fat, you know, they would
make lard and what you call cracklins . And then there was a portion of it, like the uh, the ribs and
stuff that you, Mom would keep fresh. And then the other, like the hams and the shoulders, they
would salt them and sometimes they would smoke it, but most of the time they would just salt it and
preserve it and put it in what they called the smokehouse.

AB: And did that last you pretty much through the winter?
JD: It would last us through the winter and then almost up-, sometime we'd have enough to last us
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until the next hog killing time.
AB: Mmh, mmm-hmm. What about uh, holidays, like Christmas or so? How was that in your

family?
JD: Oh, it was, it was really exciting. Because well, then, you know, fruit and candy wasn't as

plentiful as it is now. And we would always, on Christmas Eve, put us out, we would put us a big
hat out, or a big bag. And we knew that we were gonna get a toy. And we would have our own :fruit
and nuts. And then that's what we did. And we always had at least one toy, one, something like
that.
AB: Did you have a Christmas tree?
JD: We did. And when I got old enough, that was my job. I. .. you could cut trees then from the

forest. And L would go and get the tree, and then we would decorate it and put it, you know, up.
But that was an exciting time.

RW-N: Did you believe in Santa Claus?
JD: We did, until we learned better. [chuckle]

:A,B: Do you remember how old you were when you learned better?
JD: rthink uh, I think I must have been about twelve. And uh, of course, I, but I had an idea cause

I had listened to the others. But when I really found out I think I was about twelve. And I heard my
mother and father, you know, talking. And I said, "Uh-huh, so it's true." (laughing]

RW-N: What kind of toys did you get?
JD: A doll, we'd get a doll and uh. . . .

In fact, I remember dishes, little tea sets, and things like

that. And then my brother would get a car or. ... And do you know, during that time they, well,
then they could play with guns, cap pistols and stuff. But they knew you don't aim it at anyone. And
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I said to think, the things that we had, that we played with, and now children can't play with them
because they think you're supposed to kill. But we knew the difference.
AB: Mmm-hmm. So that was a happy time for you?

JD: It was, very happy.
RW-N: Do you think your childhood was a happy time?

JD: My childhood was happy. In fact, I listened to someone, people talk. But I look back and I ..
.I. . .I'm blessed. I enjoyed my childhood. I said although there were some things in it that, you
know, was rough. But overall, I had a happy childhood.
RW-N: When you compare your home to homes around you, your friends' homes, how did you see
your house? Did you see your house as that you were poorer or richer than they were?
JD: I knew we didn't have the same things that they had. But I knew that this was the best my

parents could do.
RW-N: You knew that they had more than you did?
JD: I did, I knew that they had more than we did, but it never did bother me.
AB: My husband always says that he never knew that he was poor. He never felt poor.

RW-N: Until he grew up and found out. [chuckling]
AB: Well, television [inaudible] big thing. But he didn't feel it when he was a child. (JD: Yes)

RW-N: You felt it, you knew the difference but it didn;t matter.
AB: It didn't matter, because I knew that some, some people would have more. And, uh, we would

ask and my mother would always explain, "This is, we can't afford this." And uh, my father would,
too. And then, I understood. And I would watch them, my parents, discuss things. So I knew a little
bit about what they were going through. I didn't understand all of it cause I couldn't tell, but I
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always watched their expression. And I knew by their expression this is serious. And I always had,
uh, I made up my mind early and I know this was a gift from God, that I didn't want to worry my
parents. And I always tried not to worry them and not put any pressure on them.

RW-N: Because you were sensitive to ...

JD: I was sensitive to what they were doing and how they would do to provide for us. And my
mother always would do without and my father, you know, as I told you, he was the one that would
work, and sometime, well, I noticed my mother's clothes sometime.

And especially her

underclothing; was not adequate. And we would worry about that and talk to her and she said, well,
she couldn1t afford it. Then my father would tell her, "Okay, now, Allie, this is, the children need
this," or one would need shoes or something or a dress. Then next payday he'd say, ''Now, this extra
money is for you to get you some clothes." And he said, ''Now, I want you to do this." She would
take a portion of that money and always spend it on the children. She always knew that one ofus
needed something. And she would say, "Well, I'm at home and they have to go out to school." Said,
"I can do without." But I mean, that's the type mother I had.

RW-N: You, you paint a picture of your mother and father working together. (JD: They did.) I
mean, they married when they were almost kids themselves, right? (JD: Yes) But they really were
together in raising this family, (JD: They were) doing this together.
AB: They seemed to have had a good relationship?

JD: They did, they had a good relationship. Because they would, when it come to discipline, they
would back each other up. And uh, you know how children always try to play one against the other?
But they were wise to that.

RW-N: Mmm-hmm. When you look back on your parents, if you had to pick one really good thing
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about each parent, the best, what would you pick? One quality that you really appreciate the most.
And you can name two or three. [chuckles]

JD: Yes. Well, in fact, both of them taught me about God, how to have a relationship with the Lord.
And they said, "You make it true, you don't play around. You have to ... if you say you're a
Christian, you have to be a Christian. And you can't participate in sin and you know, say you're a
Christian, too." And then they emphasized education. My father would tell us, he said, ''Now, we
weren't blessed to get an education. We're gonna see that you get one." And my mother was in
agreement with this. And then, my mother taught me that everything I did, I had to do it well.
Because if I did not, then I had to do it over. And, and those are things that I really cherish.

RW-N: That you have carried with you. (JD: Yes, uh-huh) So your mother and father were religious,
in the sense that this relationship with God meant a living, it was a living thing to them? (JD: Yes,
it was.) Did you attend church all the time?

JD: We would. We, we, we attended church. And uh, my, sometime because of not having adequate
clothing or the children not having things for them, my mother didn't make it all the time. (RW-N:

Mmm-hmm) Not to Sunday School. But my father did and he went with us. We would go to Sunday
School and then the eleven o'clock service. And then they had evening, if they would have a
program, we would be there. And then they had then what they called BTU, was Baptist Training
Union. And I loved it. I would spend most of my time there with that church, cause I enjoyed it.
AB: What did you do for recreation?
JD: We played hopscotch, we played games and we would jump rope, climb trees, and uh, wade in

the creek and ...

AB: Were you playing with each other or were there other children? I mean, family members or
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what?

JD: Family members and other members in the community.
AB: Was it a close knit community? Or what? Did you ... ?
JD: It was a close knit community.
AB: How did you all handle sickness in the family? Did you ... was there a doctor or so?

JD: There was a company doctor. And uh, usually he would come to the house where we couldn't
go to the office. And then after we became older, we would take over if my mother was sick and
seems she was sick more than my father. We would ... we had chores and we had to learn to cook and
help take over. [chuckles] And uh, I can remember the first time it was my turn to cook and uh, the

first biscuits I made. My dad wouldn't eat them. He laughed at them, and he threw them out in the
yard. And the dog, well, we hadn't fed the dog bread, and the dog went up to it and sniffed it and
stuck his tail up [inaudible] [laughter]. And walked away. My dad said, "See the dog won't even
eat it." [laughter]

AB: Were your brothers and sisters born at home? Uh, did your mother go to the hospital?
JD: Yes, they were born at home. Uh, up until let's see, I think Teresa was the first one to be born

in a hospital. But all of the other ones were born at home. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And uh ...

RW-N: Do you remember any of those births? Where you were and how ... anything special?
JD: I can remember, I can remember we were in the three-room house at Crystal Block. And uh, I

remember when the twins were born, the night the twins were born. And we were in one room and
I could hear them, you know, going on.

AB: Did they have a midwife or what?
JD: They had a doctor, (AB: A doctor) a doctor to come. Now I was delivered by a midwife in
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South Carolina. And uh, so, after we came to West Virginia, they just had doctors then, but not
midwives.
AB: But were you :frightened or so when this was occurring?
JD: I was kinda afraid, but then I heard them talking in the. . . . Cause up until that time, and this

is really bad, we were told that the doctor brought the babies. (RW-N: Yes) And I didn't know. I
didn't know any better; I believed what my parents had said, that the doctor brought the baby. And
I knew that my mother was going to get some baby, some babies. And uh, well, by the time the twins
came, I knew the full story, because my sister, Alberta, had been born and then Mary. And I kind of
suspected it. [AB chuckling] But then when I heard 'em in there, and I heard the first baby being
born-that was my sister, Mary-and the doctor said, "Oh, there's another one." (RW-N: You heard
that?) I heard /that. So about an hour later my sister Martha was born. And uh, so after that I knew
the story. So within eleven months, my brother Jimmy was born. And I was coming home from
school and I knew Mom was expecting another baby. And uh, people were excited. "You have
another brother," cause all girls; I only had one brother. And I said I didn't want any more babies.
We have enough babies. [laughter] But. ..
AB: So you all were a happy family?
JD: We were a happy family.

AB: And a close family.
JD: We were.

AB: And your father is working in the mines now. What would happen when he got laid off, how
did you all manage? Or when they went out on strike or something?

JD: When he got laid off and went out on a strike, it. .. Mom and Dad, I don't know, I guess it was
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from the can food and little work he had here and there, we managed. And then they would give
surplus food, they called it commodities. And that's what we survived on.

AB: Did you kids go out and get jobs?
JD: We did, when we were old enough. We worked after school. And uh, because I know, we did-,

would wash dishes for people. Now I washed dishes at Crystal Block. That was my first job,
washing dishes for my neighbor and cleaning up the kitchen. But after we moved to Omar, on
Saturday, I would uh, I had two families I worked for. And I would go to work maybe some
mornings at eight o'clock, and sometimes I wouldn't finish until five. But and uh, I may get paid
three dollars and sometimes, oh, I thought I had a good day if they paid me three-fifty. But for all
day, that was what I got paid.

AB: Now when you got that money, was it yours to spend, or did it go home and go into the family
pot?
JD: That was, it was mine. My family always allowed me to use it. But they encouraged me to use

it for things that I needed. And that was the way they did.

AB: Did you go to movies or anything like that?
JD: We did. We went to movies.

AB: And where did you go to the movies?
JD: They had a movie here in Omar, the Omar Theater. And we could go to the movies.

AB: Was it a segregated theater?
JD: It was.

AB: Where did you sit?
JD: Upstairs in the balcony. And that' s where we had to sit. (AB: Mmm-hmm) We couldn't sit
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down on the floor.

AB: What about your church? What was the name of your church?
JD: Well, the First-, Omar First Baptist, that was down here. And at Crystal Block it was called

Pilgrim [inaudible word] Baptist. My father helped build that church. (AB: Is that right?) Yes, he
did, at Crystal Block.

RW-N: Is that church still standing?
JD: No, they told me that, I think, within the last few years they've tore it down. But they, it hadn't

been used as a church in a few years.

RW-N: Now, you lived in Crystal Block, which is a little community. (JD: Yes) And then you
moved to Omar (JD: Yes) into town?
JD: Into Pine Creek (RW-N: into Pine Creek) up in the, up in Pine Creek.

RW-N: Out of Omar. (JD: Out of Omar) Which was a coal camp, essentially?
JD: Yes, it was a coal camp.

RW-N: Yes, uh-huh. They both were? Both of these communities?
JD: Both were coal camps.

RW-N: And then did you stay there, uh, for how long? Til you graduated?
JD: I graduated, I was living in Pine Creek when I graduated from high school. And uh, in fact, that

was where I married. I married my husband in Pine Creek. (RW-N: Pine Creek, uh-huh)

AB: Well, let's go back to Crystal Block. You, you were in Crystal Block through what grades?
JD: Through sixth grade.

AB: One through six.
JD: One through six.
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AB: And then where did you go?
JD: Aracoma High School.

AB: In the seventh grade at Aracoma.
JD: In the seventh grade.

AB: And, uh, you stayed at Aracoma for the rest of your high school experience?
JD: Yes, I did.

AB: And is that where all of you went to high school?
JD: No. Let's see, because after integration, let me see .. .I think my brother John was the first one

to go to Logan High School, when they were integrated. And then after John, the rest of them
graduated from Logan High School.
AB: Mmm-hmm. Okay, so you are at Aracoma. Were you able to participate in activities at
Aracoma?
JD: Oh, practically anything that I wanted to and qualified to, we could participate.

AB: Such as ... what were some of the things you did?
JD: Some of the things like, well, in fact they .. .! made it for majorette but my dad wouldn't let me

be.
AB: Why?
JD: Because he said I would expose myself and he wasn't going to have me exposing myself.

AB: Didn't like the short dresses?
JD: Yes. But, and then we had basketball and, of course, I didn't play, we didn't have the regular

team. But we had intramural basketball, sports, and we've have relays. And we had-West Virginia
State would always bring in a musical group and then a drama And they had a dance team. And of
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course, even in our physical class, education classes, we even had some dances. One of the things
I liked about high school, every week we would have assembly. And different-, sometimes different
classes would put on the program, of course, at assembly. But that was always a dr~ss up day.
Cause, uh, it-, we-, I discovered then that when students dress up, they're better behaved. And ... but
we could participate in ahnost anything we wanted to.

AB: How... you were bussed into Aracoma?
JD: We were.

AB: How did you get home after activities, uh, at school?
JD: They had most of the activities during the school day. And uh, but any time they were after

school, I would have to have transportation.

AB: How would you arrange that?
JD: Even ifuh, well, if my father had, you know, could come and get me, I could stay. But ifl

couldn't, he couldn't come and get me, I couldn't stay.

AB: So your dad had a car by that time?
JD: He did, he had a car.

AB: What about the junior and senior prom? Did you go?
JD: I did. I was able to go to the junior/senior prom. And uh, but it was, it was nice. My mother
and father allowed us to go. Well, when I was in the ninth grade, we had a freshman frolic. We were
the first class at Aracoma to have a freshman prom. But my sister was dating a young man, and she
was, she went to the junior/senior prom. So she decided-she wanted to stay all night with her
girlfriend-and then she and her girlfriend decided that that's what she was going to do. She slipped
some things out and went to, went to stay all night with her girlfriend, except my father said, "No,
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you're not going." I could not go. And so I told 'em all okay. I didn't get to go to my freshman
frolic. I told him, I said, "That's all right," I said, "but now in the eleventh grade, when we have a
junior/senior prom," I said, "they expect us to go." And I said, ''I'm asking you now to allow me to
go. Don't answer me now." So when, in the next year I told 'em the same thing, he'd look at me.
So when my junior year, I said, ''Now, Dad, this is the year that I'm to have the junior/senior prom.
And I told you I want to go." I said, ''But don't tell me yet." (AB chuckling) I said, "Now, but
after Christmas I'll have to know." And uh, so when the time came after Christmas, I asked him, I
said, "Dad, now I need an answer, what about the junior/senior prom?" He looked at my mother and
he said, "Allie, get the gal ready." [all laughing]
RW-N: And did your mother, in fact, help you make the dress [inaudible]?

JD: Yes, sh~ did. In fact, I think my sister... well, we were fortunate. I told you people were
always giving us things. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And someone had given us a gown. But, uh, no, my
mother went and bought one. It was an organdy, blue. It was real pretty.
AB: Now, but when you were saying that your sister had sneaked off to spend the night with her

girlfriend, (JD: Yes) did your father find out about that?

JD: He did, because she didn't come home until the next day. And, of course, when she came home,
they were waiting for her. [chuckling] And, of course, she, she didn't care.
AB: Is that part of what got in the way of your going to the freshman frolic?

JD: Yes.
AB: He decided that. ...
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AB: ... not allowing you to go to your freshman frolic because your sister had stayed out all night.

JD: Yes. And, and uh, so, I understood that, but I told him it wasn't fair, I didn't do. . . . I said,
''Now, I came home." And uh, I did. I paid my own, well, he gave me cab fare. And I paid my way
home. And uh, so I got home on time. I said, ''Daddy, that isn't fair." He said, "But she did it," and
he said, "maybe you may do the same thing. I can't trust you." I said, "Okay." So we went along
with that. And he knew. So by this time, he said, "Well, I better do this." But I mean, I had that way
with my father. And he knew that ifl promised him something, I would do it.
AB: You were, I guess, coming eleven or twelve years old, during World War II. What do you

remember about World War II?

JD: I can remember when Pear Harbor, they dropped the bombs on Pearl Harbor. We were at a
friend's house when it came over the radio. And it was just like a fear came over us and we decided
we better go home. We had to go home to be with our mother, because we, we didn't know if they
would decide to come on in, [chuckle] and to West Virginia and brought bombs or what. But then
later we, we really, you know, came to grips with this and understood.

RW-N: Do you remember the radio and the room? I ask _: you this because I have those kinds of
memones. (JD: Yes) And I remember what the radio looked like. (JD: Yes) Do you recall it that
well?

JD: Yes, I do.
RW-N: And that feel-, that bad feeling that you had?

JD: Yes.
AB: Did you know anybody who served in the war?

JD: My oldest brother went, but he wasn't in the actual fighting. He was at, I guess, on Okinawa.
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After they, well, ·in fact, he was there when the Japanese, they still had snipers. And of course, but
he was blessed, And then my husband was in the war during that time. And when he went to Japan
it was after they, they had stopped fighting. But he was part of the :first group that went in for peace.
AB: Mmm-hmm. Do you remember the rationing?

JD: Yes, I do. And I can remember that cause I can remember we had several books. And butter
and we had the shoes and everything. And uh, but it's, a lot of times we'd stand in line to get meat.
We heard, we would hear that they were having meat or they were having butter. You stand in line,
and usually before you get there, they would give it all out. [chuckles]
AB: We were talking about the flags that they used to put in the window during the war with a star

on it or so. Did your family have one of those things, your brother or someone was serving?

JD: We did, we had one of those flags. And I really don't know, I think my younger brothers got
a hold of it, because we wanted to keep it. And then my mother, at one time, had some of the
rationing stamps.

And I don't know what happened to those.

Those got away.

AB: Do you remember the Joe Lewis fights?

JD: Oh, my daddy and I always listened to those. And I can remember the night he uh, Max Baer,
and, uh, we heard when Max Baer beat him. And then uh, when he, he fought, when he won his title
back, and my dad and I would always listen to the radio.
AB: Did you all listen to the radio as children, other stories, and what not?
JD: We did. And uh, we would listen to the fights. And do you know one of the things I can

remember that we listened to was Grand Ole Opry, and Minnie Pearl. My daddy, [chuckling] my
daddy loved Grand Ole Opry. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Yes.

RW-N: Were you especially close to your father?
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JD: I was. I was very close to him. And talking about the car, when he got his first car, and I was
very small. And he, he, uh, he allowed me one day to slip off with him He was going to go, I think,
down to Omar, maybe to Logan. And I forget now where we went. But everybody wanted to go
with him. And he told 'em "no". And I had gotten close to him. And he had told me earlier if I
would slip out and get in the car and hide, he would let me go. So I did. I slipped out and got in
the car. And I hid under his legs, you know where he put his legs. [AB chuckling] And my sister
came to the car, and they didn't see me. So after we got off the hill and away from the house, he
said, ''Now you can get out." [laughing]
AB: Were you his favorite?

JD: They said I was. But I think my oldest sister was his favorite, and my oldest brother. But he and
I just. .. it was something about my dad felt he had to make me tough. And uh, when my oldest
brother left, I was his boy. And my dad would, well, he would do things to me. When I was small,
he would hang me up over the door, [AB chuckles] and then walk off and leave me. And I'd hang
there and hang. And, uh, then when he saw I was as almost falling, he would run and catch me. Until
one day, I didn't know I was as tall as I was. And I was just yelling I couldn't hold on and then I
decided, well, I'mjust gonna jump down. Take a chance. And he laughed, he said, "I was waiting
for you to realize that you could do that." [chuckling] And I mean, those are the things he did to me.
RW-N: Why do you think that he needed to make you tough, or that he thought that?

JD: You know, I, I, I didn't understand it then. But then, let' see, my dad had a heart condition. He
had to come out of the mine. And uh, then he would always tell me that he wanted me to take care
of my mother and my brothers and my sis-, and my sisters. And uh, but he learned, had learned that

if I promised him I was gonna do something, I would try to do it. And regardless of how tough
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something was, I would always fight back until I achieved it. And I think this was one of the things
he was preparing me.
RW-N: So he saw you as someone he could depend on, huh? Even when you were a child. (JD: He

did) Beginning when you were a child.
JD: Looking back now, this is what I have seen. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)

AB: Now, when you graduated from Aracoma, what did you do?
JD: In fact, I graduated, and my aunt had wanted me to come to New York. My dad had promised

me I could go and go to college. (AB: This was his sister?) This was his sister.

But then he

decided, no, he didn't want me to leave and go to college. Well, by this time when I graduated, I had,
Percy had proposed to me and I had told him, yes, I would marry him But it would, but I was going
to go to college first. And uh, so this was where, what I thought I was going to do. And then after
my dad wouldn't let me go with my aunt, I said, "Well, okay, I'll just go ahead and get married."
And he and I got married. And then ...
AB: What year was that?

JD: That was in 1948. I graduated in May of '48. And then in July of '48 we got married. (AB:

Mmm-hmm) And then the next year, in '49, well, before, he proposed to me the 29th of February.

And the tenth of March, he had an accident at the tipple and he lost his right hand.
RW-N:I'm sorry, he had an accident where?
JD: At the tipple, coal tipple. (AB: coal tipple). He was working at the tipple. (RW-N: Yes, mmmhmm) And they had had a wreck. And his responsibility was to put the two by four under the coal

car. And the man that had that end where he was, set the coal car down on his hand and crushed it.
And they had to amputate it. And uh, but uh...
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AB: But that was just before you married?
JD: That was before we married.

RW-N: He lost a hand or an arm?
JD: He lost his hand. Three, it was three inches above the wrist. And it was his right hand and he
was right-handed. But, you know, the amazing thing, I didn't get to go see him that day; it was a
Wednesday. And uh, but Thursday morning I told my mother, I said, ''Now I would like to go to the
hospital and see him Would you write a note to-," Mr. Wade was our principal, and they asked him
to let me go to the hospital to see Percy. I said, "I'd like to go this morning." So she wrote the note.
And I said, "Momma," I said, "if you don't," I said, "now, I have never done anything, been
rebellious. But I'm going." So she knew I would, and I would take the punishment. I would do it,
but I would ~e the punishment. She wrote the note and my principal didn't, he didn't hesitate. He
told me yes, cause he was very fond of: uh, Percy. And I went over. And when I got there, he turned
away. He, uh, turned away. He said that he, uh, thought I didn't want him after he had lost his hand.
I told him that I didn't love the hand. (AB: Mmm-hmm) He was the one I loved. And uh, but he
had already started learning to write with his left hand.
AB: That morning, when you went to see him in the hospital? (JD: Yes) And how did he manage
after that?
JD: Well, he, you know, he wanted to say-a lot, people would tell him what he couldn't do. And

uh, every time we would talk about doing things and after we got married, and we were cleaning and
I asked him to clean the windows. He said he couldn't. And I-, "Why can't you?" You know.
[chuckle] He kept saying he couldn't and then finally he looked at me and then looked at his hand.
And I said, "Well, have you ever tried?" And he said, ''No." I said, "Well, why don't you try?"
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And uh, so this was the way I would do him those days. And then he got where he would try ahnost

anything.

AB: Did he ever get an artificial hand?

JD: He did, he got an artificial hand. And they gave him the harness and everything. But he couldn't
stand the straps across the shoulders. (AB: Mmm-lnnm) So he never did learn how to use the
harness, to be able to pick .up things. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But he learned. And he wanted to become
a barber. And they said because he had one hand he couldn't become a barber. And then finallyI've always been grateful to Miss Miller, Georgie Miller, she taught him in grade school. She
convinced him to go on to college. And he went to Bluefield. And from there he learned to teach,
became a teacher.

AB: So he went to Bluefield State College (JD: Yes, he did) and graduated from Bluefield State
College (JD: Yes, he did). How ... and where were you during that period that he was in school?

JD: I went with him. I went up there. And then he started the fall of' 49. And I started the summer
of '50. And uh, I started taking classes, cause he kept telling me, he said, "You're up here, you may
as well take classes." And I was a little reluctant because we had one child; our oldest son was born
before he went to college. And uh, so, I told him well, I just didn't want to go, you know. I had
given up on going to college. He said, ''No, I want you to go to college." Said, "You're up here. And
you can use my books, and all you have to pay is just your tuition." So I said okay. And I enrolled
in, in Bluefield State. (AB: Full-time?) Full-time. And of course, he, uh, we managed it where we
tried to schedule my classes in where they wouldn't conflict with his classes. Then we had a friend
up there. His brother came and uh, then uh, Earl Williams, Tate Williams' brother, (AB: Mmm-hnnn)
were up there, and they would baby sit for me sometime. Sometime ... ! remember one time Earl
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would miss class, and he started taking John to class with him. And the teachers would allow him
to do that.
AB: How did you afford that?

JD: Well, you know, he had, he was getting, let's see, I look back now and I know it was the grace
of God. Because he was getting-, what was he getting? I think it was $121 compensation. And then
he went on, he was going to school on the GI Bill. And they bought all of his books ...
AB: He'd been in the service?

JD: He had been in the service. (AB: Uh-huh) Then they gave him, after his school, cause he had
an allowance, but anyway, what he got from the government and compensation came to $198. And
that's what we lived on. [chuckle]
AB: And paid your tuition and (JD: Paid my tuition ... ) and bought books and ...

JD: Paid my tuition, bought groceries, and had a savings account. (RW-N: Ohh) [chuckling]
RW-N: And where did you live?
JD: We lived in a trailer. And uh, they, they put a trailer there. And that was one of the things that
helped us. Because when we first went, we lived with his aunt. But we were only able to stay with
her about a month, because her daughter, you know, needed the space. And I came home for two
weeks and I told 'em you have to get us, you have to find me housing on the, on campus. So he
applied and a trailer became open. And I went up and we lived in the trailer.

RW-N: So it was student housing?
JD: It was student housing.

RW-N: Was that for vets only?
JD: It was for vets, yeah.
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RW-N: Let me back up for a moment. Uh, your husband was a little older than you, he had been in
the service? (JD: Yes) Had he graduated high school?

JD: He did.
RW-N: Before he went into the service?
JD: He graduated from high school.
RW-N: And then when he got out of the service, he came home and got a job at the coal mines? (JD:
Yes, he did) And that's when the accident happened, (JD: Yes) right? Uh, how did you meet him?

JD: I met him when I went to Aracoma. And uh, he was a senior and I was in the seventh grade, and
he was a hall monitor. And there was something about him that, you know, it just stood out; it was,
he had, it was a stature, you know, (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) and it just impressed me,. Because it was
always so niee. And we had hall monitors, and sometimes he was a hall monitor. And I remember
there was a girl that lived here, Margaret Warren, no, Margaret Evans. And I had, I don't know, it
was something about girls who thought well of themselves, they just fascinated me, because they
became my idol. And I wanted to have character like them. So I stayed around Margaret, she was
a good student. And one day I watched Percy going around the hall. And he had a green, it was a
pea green vest, and uh, he walked kind of, as ifhe had one shoulder higher than the other. And I
said, "Margaret, who is that fellow?" And, uh, she told me who he was. AndJ and she said, "Oh,
he's a nice young man." And that was all. Then he went to service. And after he came back from
service ....
AB: Did he write to you while he was in the service?

JD: He didn't know me. He didn't. [laughter] He didn't know me. And, uh, I just remembered him
RW-N: She even remembers the color of his vest, all these years later. [laughter]
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JD: He didn't pay me any attention until after he had come from service. (RW-N: You were a
seventh grader,) I was in seventh grade. And uh, my sister was dating a boy, and he was friends
with, with this family. And they came up one day to see, get my sister. And he came with them. So
he and his best friend [inaudible] his best friend was with the, too. So his best friend had said, told

him, said, "Now, I'm going to talk to her" and he said, ''No, I'm going to talk to her." So this is what
they did, and ended up, Percy, well, in fact, his best friend talked to me and he was a brother to my
sister's boyfriend. I told him, "Oh, no, uh-huh, I can't talk to you," I said, "because your brother's
talking to my sister, and that wouldn't be right." [laughing] And it ended up, well, Percy and I started
talking. And...

AB: And your father didn't mind your dating him or going out with him-cause he's about five years
older than you or something?

JD: He didn't, he didn't. He just said, well, when he would come .... But he had to come to the
house and sit there and talk with my daddy. And we had a curfew. And of course, he didn't pull the
curfew o~ on Percy. Percy always knew that he had to leave, and he respected that. Well, one
night, a young man came to see me and he was staying overtime. My dad sent his watch in for me
to tell him what time it was.

[laughing] I knew what it meant. And the young man said, "Can't

your father tell time?" And I said, "Yes, he's telling me it's time for you to go." [laughter] But it
was, that's the way it was. And then, Percy and I just started. And he uh, asked my father could he
marry me. First he asked me if I would marry him, then he asked my father.

AB: And where did you all get married?
JD: We got married in our home. Up Pine Creek. Yeah.
AB: And so you both went to B luefield State (JD: We did) and you had one child and you' re living
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on the GI Bill and what not, in a trailer. And you stayed until you graduated?
JD: Uh, he graduated, because I dropped out when I got pregnant with the second child. And uh ...

AB: How far along had you gotten in school then?
JD: About two years. And I didn't go back to Bluefield until, well, in fact, I started substituting.

(AB: With your two years) With my two years.
AB: Now, wait a minute. He graduated from Bluefield State, you all came back to Logan County.
(JD: Yes) You're pregnant with the second child now? Or had, the child's been born?
JD: No, the child had been born.

AB: The child had been born. So you came back to Logan County. What did ... did he come to a

job in Logan County?
JD: He came ,and got a job. Well, he was substituting, he substituted the year '52-'53. And then in

'5 3 he was hired.
AB: At Aracoma?
JD: No, he went, worked at Ethel. It was a two-room school.

AB: So he's teaching elementary school.
JD: He's teaching elementary.

AB: Was that what his certificate was in?
JD: He was one of the first, at the time, I don't know if you've heard about the single curriculum.

(AB: Yeah, mmm-hmm) He was one of the first participants they graduated in that program. (AB:
Okay)

RW-N: What is that program?
JD : The single curriculum. You are qualified to teach (AB: Both) from elementary all the way
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through twelfth grade.
RW-N: And are you-, and is that "single"? (JD: Single)
AB: Yes, single, as in one. Single. So he got to, got a job in Ethel in a two-room school?

JD: Yes, he did.
AB: Where were you living?

JD: We were living in Superior Bottom, across the street. In fact, when we came back, we stayed
with his mother until we could rent that house. And then we, I guess that was about a week. And
then we moved upstairs, over Miss Ruth Walker. (AB: Mmm-hmm) I don't know [inaudible], but
we lived upstairs there until, let's see, it was '55 or '56, we moved over here.
AB: And when did you go back to school?

JD: I ... let's see, I think I started back taking classes, it was either '55, cause that was when I started
substituting. And uh, I would take extension classes. I took some extension classes from Morris
Harvey [currently the University of Charleston] and some from Marshall, Bluefield. And then during
the summer I would go back to Bluefield, and just every summer, until I. ...
RW-N: And you would live there? Did you commute?

JD: I would go up; I commuted. I would go up sometime on Sunday night, and sometime early
Monday morning for my classes. And I would come home on Friday. (RW-N: Uh-huh) But I did
that the whole time I was up there.

AB: Who kept the children?
JD: My husband; he kept them

AB: So he could, he was still teaching and he was managing the family at the same time?
JD: Well, during the summer, you . . .
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AB: Oh, it was during the summer.
JD: It was during the summer. (AB: Uh-huh) And see, cause during the winter I couldn't go and
stay on campus, not to stay away.

AB: And how long did it take you to finish?
JD: Well, let's see. I started in 19 50 and I got, :finished my undergraduate work in 1961. Of course,
I took off the summer of 1960. And I didn't, well, in fact, I was pregnant with my fourth child. And
so I didn't go. Of course, I was too far along; he was due in August. But it was also an answer to
our prayer, because my, my father was sick. And the last few years that I was in Bluefield, I'd always
have to come home, because they would call the family in and they thought that he was passing, but
he didn't. And I'd ask the Lord, don't let me be away from home when he passed. And so, I wasn't.
And I said, 0therwise, if I had not been pregnant or expecting a child, I would have been away in
school that summer because that would have been my last year in Bluefield.

AB: Mmm-hmm. So you, after your fourth child was born, you went back and finished?
JD: Uh, I did. I went back and finished at Bluefield. And uh, I finished up there in '61.
AB: How old were you then? You were about thirty years old?
JD: Thirty-one.
AB: Did you find it difficult going to school with eighteen year olds, uh, younger kids?
JD: It really didn't bother me. It, it didn't, because there was a respect there. And it really just
didn't, it didn't bother me. Because during the summer, we had a wide age span. Because a lot of
the teachers who were active, they would come back and renew their, you know, degree. (AB:
Mmm-hmm)

RW-N: Now, during those years, you were very busy having a family, going to school, and you were
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sometimes teaching. Is that right? (JD: Yes) Sometimes you would be substituting.

(JD: Yes)

Sometimes not. (JD: Yes) So it varied, depending upon the year. But essentially, you were having
a family, talcing care of a family, going to school, substitute teaching, and then, of course, your
mother and father were around and you were involved in their lives, too. (JD: Yes.)
AB: Uh, during that time, did any other members of your family, your brothers and sisters, go to
college?

JD: My sister, Alma, went to West Virginia State. And then Addie went. But none at that time went
:full~time to graduate. I was the first one.
AB: Did any of the others ever graduate?

JD: Yes, they did. My sister, Teresa, graduated. And Alma eventually went back and finished. And
my brother, Tommy, didn't graduate. Actually Teresa and I, I think, are about the only two that
finished that went straight through. But we were very well blessed because let's see, I told you about
my brother, Arnold. Then Ruthie took some training and she worked as a nurse at, teacher aid in
Pittsburgh in the school system. And my sister, Alene uh, got a, went to the nursing program-she's
an RN. And then Hattie, she took computer, and she worked for the government, retired from the
government as a programmer. And then uh, Alma is the one that, well, she's a secretary, plus she
wrote programs and worked as assistant to the president at Jackson State University. Then let's see,
Annie went out of high school and she worked for (inaudible] in Washington, typing, and she retired
from the Equal Employment office as a supervisor. She was a secretary. And my sister, Alberta, is
a secretary now-she's working with Internal Affairs as sort of like a supervisor secretary. My sister,
Teresa, she graduated, she's the one, she taught for awhile here. And then she went to Washington
and she went in- , well, her major was business. Right now she's running her own computer, uh,
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program, you know, like where she will train people in different programs. And the twins, let's see,
Mary retired from the government working in the treasury department as a secretary. My sister,
Martha, is a, she's an excellent secretary. But she freelances. She is the one that really has not, has
not been as stable in working as the rest of us.

AB: Well, it sounds as if you all made a good adjustment to life.
JD: Yeah. We were well blessed. And I always give the credit to my parents. Because one of the

things they emphasized was that we should have an education. And then my brother, Richard James,
he retired from the Washington, D.C. police force. And uh, he was a, well, think he had made it to
a lieutenant. And in his retirement, he's working now as sort of a security guard for the Internal
Affairs.
AB: Mmm-hmm. Now, what about your children? You said you had ... how many did you have?
(.J:D: Five) You have five. Can you tell us about them?
JD: Our oldest son, John Percy, is a, he's like a supervisor of special education in San Angelo, Texas.

RW-N: Now, when was he born? What year?
1

JD: He was born in 1949. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) In fact, we got married July 10 \ 1948. Then July
1

13 \ 1949, he was born.

AB: Your first child.
JD: Our first child. And he, that's what he's doing now, working in-, sort of like a supervisor. Then

our son, Phil, the second son, is interim pastor of First Baptist in Charleston. That's our second son.
(AB: Okay, sure.)

RW-N: And he was born like what, two years later?
JD: He was born like two years later; he was. And he, he ' s really a trained mechanic. And uh, he' s
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been disabled, you know, uh, hurt his knee. And they gave him full compen-, you know, disability.
But the state of West Virginia has not paid him any compensation. (AB: Mmh) And he, he qualifies
for disability social security. And of, of course, that didn't come through until '92. But uh, God has
blessed him, he's been able to make it. And uh, but uh, I think he, he has to, right now he's in the
highest calling. I don't care what you do on earth, you can't do anything any better than preach
God's word. And I'm really honored and thankful, grateful to the Lord that he.... You know, we
have children, but I, I look at it, they're only loaned to me to train, so God can have them back. And
this let's me know that God has, God's been pleased with something that we've did, and called on
our son to preach.

AB: That's a wonderful way to look at it. (JD: Yes) Your third child now.

JD: Our third child was a girl. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And uh, she, uh, she and her daughter both
graduated from the University of Denver, let's see, about four years ago now. And she's, has worked
with Lucent; well, she was with AT & T, and then when AT & T broke up, she went with Lucent.
And she's sort of like a supervisor. But she's doing very well. And she has fibromyalgia but. .. she
had just started back when they discovered that she was, in graduate school. She said she wanted
to get a law degree. Well, she had to drop out for health reasons. And uh, so she told me this
semester she has started taking classes. But with her experience and the classes that she had taken,
she could cop out or get credit for. ... (AB: Courses, oh, that's great.) Yeah. So she's planning to
go back. She said it'd be about three weeks before they start another quarter.

AB: That's wonderful.

RW-N: And she has fibromyalgia? (JD: Yes, she has.) But she's doing okay now, anyhow?
JD: She's doing okay now. And her, but her doctor told her not-, don't work overtime. And she
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has been forced into working overtime. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And she went in to see him last week
and she said before she said anything to him, he said, "Denise, I told you not to work overtime."

But.. ..
AB: He could tell.

JD: He could tell, mnun-hmm.
AB: Now, what about your fourth child?

JD: Now the fourth child is living in Albuquerque, and he's working for GE. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
And he is sort of like-, he majored in electronics. And he has laser training. And he's sort of like a
technician, like a trouble shooter, that he does.
AB: Mmm-hmm. And your fifth child?

JD: Fifth child is James. He's in air conditioning and refrigeration, and he's in Norfolk. And he's
the supervisor now of, uh, of maintenance and repairs for the Founders Inn.
AB: Mmm-hmm. So you .. .I was going to say, you don't have anybody here at home then?

JD: I don't have anybody.
AB: And you only have one daughter and four sons?

JD: That's right.
RW-N: And how old is your youngest child now? I'm trying to get an age span here for the children.

JD: James is thirty-seven. He'll be thirty-seven in December. (AB: That's your baby?) That's the
baby.

RW-N: Do you have grandchildren?
JD: I have grandchildren.

And our oldest son just turned fifty this year.

And, but I have

grandchildren. My oldest grandchild, Gigi, she lives in, in Texas. She has three boys. And I think
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she's twenty-seven.

RW-N: This is your grandchild?

JD: My grandchild, yes.
RW-N: Who has children.

AB: So you have great grands?
JD: Great grands. And my oldest great grand started school this year, yeah.
AB: Well, your children are so widely separated, Colorado, Texas, uh, that's a long way from home.
(ID: It is.) That's a long way. And now, how many of them actually finished college?
JD: Ofmy children? (AB: Mmm-hmm) Let's see, all of them had training beyond high school. (AB:
High school, uh-huh) [inaudible comment] Our oldest went into computer programming. He
wanted to become a dentist, but then he thought he was wanting to marry. And we told him he
couldn't marry until he had a saleable skill. (AB: Mmm-hmm) You have to have a means to take care
of a family and a wife. So he took programming, but he lost his girl. But then later he went on and
finished college. [laughing] And he' s teaching, he's the only one that's in teaching and education.
And then our, of course, Phil, he didn't want any part of teaching. He always wanted to be a
mechanic. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And he worked for Bell Lines. And then they sold out to another
company, and he, he hurt his knees on the job. And then he got where, you know, he just couldn't
do that kind of work anyway. But now he's a, he' s a pastor.

AB: Mmm-hmm. And so your daughter finished college. (JD: Yes, she did.) So this is, she was
third child.

JD: And then the second child, well he finished; he took, he went to the electronic institute fo r
technology in Charleston (AB: Uh-huh) and took electronics. And then he went to work in
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Charlottesville, Virginia. And then from there they sent him to Pal-, to California, what is it, Palo
Alto, (AB: Mmm-hmm) where he took his laser trade. And then they-, GE sent him then to
Albuquerque, and that's where he is. And the baby boy, he :finished the uh, community college in
Danville in air conditioning and refrigeration.
AB:

Mmm-hmm. Now all oftheni went through high school here in Logan County, (JD: Yes, they

did.) but by the time they .came along, had the black schools closed?

JD: Our oldest son went through the seventh grade at Aracoma High School And that was the year,
the last year that Aracoma existed. And from then he had to go to Logan High School.
AB: So all of the others, then, they went to Logan High School? (JD: They did; all the others did.)

Let's go back to you and your husband. Your husband is teaching at Ethel. (JD: Yes) You finished
Bluefield Sta~e. What do you do when you finish Bluefield State?
JD: Well, I was teaching regular then, because-, no, I first started out as a substitute. And Dolores

Taylor, when she left, I was on the substitute list and she told me she was going to Maryland. Her
husband was already working. And at that time, if a substitute started and the teacher didn' t return,
that substitute got the job permanent. And so this is what she told me, she said, ''Now I'm going to
give you my things so you can have this job." And she said, "Knowing Mr. Cleveland, he won't
change, cause he'll let you stay." And that's exactly what happened. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But, uh, and
I had thirty-one first graders in my first year. And I was following the manual, you know, and doing
everything I thought was right. But then they told me that my first graders were behind the rest of
the ones in the county. And I was ready to quit. And we had a music supervisor, Alma Clarkson.
And she came and I was down there, and I told her, "Alma," I said, "I need to talk with Mr.
Cleveland, I'm just gonna quit," and I said, "because my children are not up with the others." And
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I said, "I, I can't handicap children." And uh, she said, "Well, I can't tell any difference. I think
they're up," she said, "but I'm not the one. I'll have Mr., Mr. Cleveland come up and talk." She
said, ''No, better still, you come by the office and tell him what you feel that, and then maybe he'll
come up and supervise." So that evening I stopped in Logan, I went to his office, he wasn't in. She
said, "Oh, that's all right, we can leave him a note, since you've been here." So we left a note telling

him that I wanted him to come up, that I was having problems. He came that next morning. He got
there about nine-thirty. And he had me to teach, go through my schedule. And I had, out of thirtyone, I had three groups of reading, two in math and two in spelling. [audio problem-inaudible]
grouping cause that's what they could handle. So he had me to start with my, what he called my best
group of readers first. So I went through all of that. And then I had to go through, I think, my
writing was mixed. Then I went through my math. My whole morning schedule. And before he
would say anything-, and he didn't even show any emotion. I said he had the dead-pan, Joe Lewis
expression. And I couldn't tell how I was doing, until at the last one, and he said, "Well," he said,
"the only thing, problem I find, is that maybe you're just too anxious for them to learn." He said,
"And I can't call that a problem." He said, "One thing I have observed," said, ''you make sure that
they know what you have taught them." And he said, "That's what I'm looking for." He said, "I'm
not looking for a page number." He said, "And from what I have observed, your children are
comparable with, uh, most of the children in the county." And he said, "Don't you worry about it.
Don't worry about what anybody says about you being on a page." He said, "Cause that's not
important." And that was the difference between my staying in education and, and leaving.

AB: Were those, were schools integrated by that time?
JD: No, this was all black.
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AB: These were all black kids.
JD: All black.
AB: And Mr. Cleveland was black?
JD: He was black. (AB: Mmm-hmm) He was, he was the black superintendent of schools.

AB: And what school were you teac;hing in?
ED: Accoville.

AB: At Accoville. (JD: At Accoville) And where was your husband working?
JD: My-, at that time my husband was either at ... no, he wasn' t at Laredo. I think by this time he
was at Holden-Holden-Dunbar-which was a black school. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Because now after
they, they integrated, I think, well, I know they integrated the first grade. It was about '56 or '57.
I'm not sure exactly what year it was. But anyway, I had gone to Clothier; well, no, not this, this
was after they had integrated the first and they were trying to integrate the rest of the grades. And
I was at Clothier; that may have been '58 or '59. And the principal at the white school told the bus
driver to pick up all the black children and bring them to his school. Because then we would have
to come down to his school. Because he had tried to get us to close our school and come down. Or
the Board of Education had said that. And we couldn't officially do it. So they picked up all of our
children. There was two rooms. Lucille Watkins and I were the teachers at this school. And, uh,
they took all of our children except seventeen. And I had eleven of the seventeen, [chuckles] because
I taught the first three grades. But we spent that year over there. And uh ....

AB: You stayed in the school?
JD: We stayed in the school.
AB : Yo u had six kids now.
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JD: I had eleven. (AB: You had eleven) Lucille had six, and, uh, because she was the head teacher.

But we spent that whole year there.
AB: With those seventeen kids.
JD: With those seventeen children. And uh, but that was really-we had one boy there and I could

see the progress that he made. Cause at first he couldn't read, but during that one year, he went
from almost a non-reader to about the second grade level.
AB: So you think that maybe being in that smaller group helped him?

JD: It did, helped him.
AB: Now, spell the name of that school, would you please?
JD: Uh, Clothier, C-1-o-t-h-i-e-r.
AB: All right.: Now, when you were doing substitute work, you were moving about from school to

· school?
JD: I was fortunate because I substitute at Aracoma, then I substituted at Aracoma High School,

substituted at Buffalo High School and then uh, I substituted.. .I'm trying ... at Accoville grade.
(AB: Mmm-hmm) And those were the only three schools....

RW-N: And would you spell that last name for me?
JD: Accoville, A-c-c-o-v-i-1-1-e, Grade.

AB: So you substituted in those first years; this is from about 1951 to 1953?
JD: Yes, (AB: You're substituting ... ) until about-, in fact, it may have been about 19- cause, no,
cause we came out, not '51 , cause Percy graduated in '52, we came back. And I didn't start
substituting maybe until '5 3. (AB: All right) Because I substituted at Aracoma, and then our
daughter was born in ' 54. I didn' t substitute any mo re ti! about '55 .
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AB: So between '53 and '55 you were doing substitute work?
JD: Yes, yes.
AB: Then you went back to school.
JD: And I started teaching full-time in '57 as a substitute.
AB: '57 full-time as a substitute at. ..
JD: And stayed. And from that time I finished my undergraduate work, I was working on, toward
my degree (AB: Un-huh) all the time.

AB: And so, from the time you started with that full-time substitute in '57, you were never really out
of a job after that? (JD: No) And you went from ... what was...where was it you went in '57 again?

JD: Accoville.
AB: You went to Accoville as a full-time substitute (JD: As a full-time substitute) in '57. (JD: In '57)
And from ...

JD: ... there I went to Clothier.
AB: Clothier. And how long were you at Clothier?
JD: Um, I think one year. And they closed that school. Because then the next year I went to West
Logan Grade. That was in Aracoma Village. And that was also a black school. (AB: Okay) And
then when they, I left West Logan Grade, I went to, I came to Omar. It was a, called Douglass
Omar. No, I didn't go to Douglass Omar then. I went to-; yes I did. I did. And then I left Douglass
Omar, because I didn't finish the whole year at Douglass Orriar. It was, I think, two weeks in the
school year. And they sent me to Stirret, to the integrated school. And that was my first experience
with the integrated schools, at Stirret.

AB : At Stirret. (JD: Yes) And how long did you stay there?
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JD: I think I stayed at Stirret, it was two years, I believe it was two-, no more than three years, no,

two years. Two years, that's right. And from there I came to, back to Omar Douglass in special
education. That was when I left Stirret; I started in special education then.
AB: And how long did you stay at Omar Douglass?

JD: Until I retired.
AB: You retired from Omar Douglass.

JD: I retired from Omar Douglass.
AB: In, in special education.

JD: In special education.
AB: Now, you're teaching certificate was in elementary work.

JD: It was in elementary.
AB: When did you go back and get special education training?

JD: I went back, started back at Marshall in '65 and took special education. And, in fact, I was
fortunate, because the state paid for my master's work in special education.

RW-N: So your bachelor's degree is a bachelor of what?
JD: In elementary education. (RW-N: Bachelor of Arts) Arts in elementary education. (RW-N: in
elementary education.)

RW-N: And then your master's degree is in special education?
JD: Yes. I think it's a Bachelor of Science in elementary education.
RW-N: It's a Bachelor of Science.
JD: Science, in elementary education.
RW-N: And then you have a master's in special education, from Marshall?
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JD: Marshall University.
AB: Now, did your husband do graduate work also?

JD: He did. He did his graduate work at Marshall. He, at first he did graduate work and got his
principal's certificate. And then from, uh, in '65 also, we started both in special education. He went
back and took training in special education.

AB: What made you change fields?
JD: I always loved special education, even at Bluefield as a undergraduate, when I first heard about
it. I tried to go into special education. And at that time, you couldn't go into special education
unless you had your degree. And so, when they gave the traineeship and they had stipend, Mr.
Cleveland was looking for someone who would take that training and so I told him, yes, I would like
to go.

RW-N: How long did it take you to complete that? Did you go in the summers?

JD: I went in the summers, and took extension classes.
RW-N: Yes. So when did you get that degree?

JD: I got that degree in '69, I think it was. Cause I-no, it was '68--cause I should have finished
in ' 67, but I had a car wreck. When I was taking my last work and going back to Marshall.

RW-N: And were you already teaching special education?

JD: I was already teaching special education.
AB : Now, during this time, what's happening with your parents, uh, your mother and father?
END TAPE 1 - SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
AB: . . .is October 81\ 1999. Ancella Bickley and Rita Wicks-Nelson are in Omar, West Virginia,
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interviewing Mrs. Eliza Jane Dillard. This is the second interview.

RW"N: Well, uh, is everything okay?
JD: Everything's okay. He, he's been going through some changes and actually, it's progression, I

think, of his condition. But he perked up Monday and he was perky until this coughing spell a few
minutes ago. And it, sometimes he gets choked on his food. And uh, but I've been blessed-he
doesn't have a feeding tube. And he vacillates from soft foot to puree food. (RW-N: Yeah) So it
seems as if now he's ready to go back to puree. (RW-N: Yeah) That's just ...

AB: Mrs. Dillard was just talking about her husband, who's ill, and whose care she provides. [voices
overlapping; discussion about the microphone and taping process] Mrs. Dillard, when you, um,
returned to school at Bluefield, you had two children.

JD: I had-when I enrolled I had one and then I returned after I had three children. And then the
fourth child was born before I graduated from Bluefield.

AB: How was that for you, uh, going back to school where there's a lot of young people around and
you were a little older student?

JD: There were a lot. But I didn't go during the regular term, I went during the summer. (AB:

Mmm-hmm) And at that time, there were a lot of older teachers who came back to renew their
certificate, and then some younger ones from around the campus.

AB: Mmrn-hmm. So you didn't have any problems going back to school and dealing with, with uh
school as an older student?
JD: No, I didn't. I think some of the younger students always looked to me as the mother figure or

the older sister. [laughing]

R W-N: And treated you that way, a little bit. Yeah.
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JD: And treated me that way.
RW-N: And, and that's not bad, right?

JD: No, it isn't. It was really nice.
RW-N: I'd like to try to understand a little bit better, uh, kind of what motivated you in those days.
And I must admit, some of this is uh, selfish on my part, because I was married with kids when I
went back to college, so I'm kind of interested in that particularly. Now, when you grew up, you
thought you might go to college, right? (JD: Yes) And you always liked school. (JD: Yes, I did)
But you gave it up when you couldn't go to New York and Percy had already proposed. (JD: Yes)
What do you think was the most important of that, that you decided just to stay home and get
married, was it not going to New York or was it Percy? [chuckling]

JD: Percy. [laughing] Really. Well, it was my parents, really. My dad refused to allow me to go to
New York. (RW-N: To go to New York, yes) And well, he couldn't afford to send me. And at that
time, there weren't any scholarships or stipends. And so I said, "Well, I'd sooner get married." Then
after we went to Bluefield, Percy decided, well, you're here, and it would be convenient for you to
go to college. And he kept insisting. And then after we came home, and he finished his degree, he
said, "Now, Jane, I want you to go back and get yours." He said, "We don't know what the future
holds." And he said, "I want you to be prepared to take care of yourself and the children."

RW-N: So does that mean that your main motivation-because you had already become married and
already had a child-was then a practical motivation? I need this education to have a better life, to
take care of myself if I have to?

JD: Yes, it was.
RW-N: At an earlier time, I'm sure that you probably wanted to go to college for a similar reason,
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to have a better life. But was there something else at an earlier time? Because of your love of
school? Because you liked to learn? Did any of that play a role earlier or later, or did it change,
because as you got older and circumstances changed?

JD: Only my career area. Cause earlier I wanted to go to school to become a nurse and a missionary.
I wanted to go to Africa or some place overseas and teach. That was my goal.
AB: Really?

JD: It really was.
AB: To be a missionary?

JD: To be a missionary.
AB: Uh, was that because of your religious leanings? I mean, that you wanted to spread the word

of God, or did you feel that that was sort of what God wanted you to do?
RW-N: Or to take care of people who needed it?

JD: It was more or less to take care of people and to help them. And I did love the word of God,
cause as a teenager I grew up in-, I was the teacher of the BTU, in the BTU. And I was a Sunday
School teacher and I just loved it.
AB: Mmrn-hmm. Was uh, bible readings and prayer and all a part of your growing up>

JD: It was. (AB: In your home?) In our home.
AB : Your parents uh....
JD: It was. We would read the bible, my dad, we always had our nightly prayer with the family.

And then this was a normal thing before we would go to bed. We'd always, everyone would have
to kneel and say our prayers, as a family. And then we always had family meals with a prayer.
AB: You had meals together?
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JD: We did have meals together.

RW-N: I want to come back to your education. But you've said something else now, that I have to
go with you. [chuckles] What made your mother and father know how to be parents to this big
family? They were kids when they were married. And yet, when you describe them, they seemed to
know how to be parents.

JD: They were. And my mother had grown up with, her mother died early, and she took care of her
father and her brothers. And it was just one of those things that they just learned and it came natural
to them. (RW-N: Mmm) But they wanted us to have a better life than they. And they wanted an
education.

And my dad said well, living in South Carolina, it was not possible for them to be

educated any more than they were. So he said that in West Virginia, since it didn't cost anything for
us to go to high school, he was going to be sure that we all had a high school education. (RW-N:
That far, mmm-hmm) And he said, if possible, he would, you know, try to send us to college. He
said, but right now, with what he had, he couldn't promise that. He said, but ifwe finish high schooi
there's a possibility we may be able to work our way through college.

RW-N: Now, when he did not want you to go to New York, did he and your mother know that you
really wanted to be a nurse and to do missionary work? (JD: Yes, they did) You had talked about
that?
JD: Yes, we had.

RW-N: And do you think that they did not want to go to New York because they really couldn't
afford it in any way, or because they didn't want you to leave home or. .. ?

JD: Well, my dad was protective. And uh, he just could not think of the thought of my being away
from home. And I think that was more ...
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RW-N: He didn't want to lose you.
JD: No, no, he didn't. And he was really in favor ofmy marrying. But he gave me practical advice
on that. And he made sure that I wasn't marrying because I was disappointed by not going to school
and just wanting to get away from home. And I told him no, and uh ...

AB: He asked you that, just point blank?
JD: He did, he did. And my father and I had a good relationship, and he knew me very well. And
I, sometimes I think that he didn't want to miss me. But, that could have been it, but I think it was
just that he was just so protective of us. And he knew a little bit about what was out there in the
cities and all. And he just didn't want me to be away from home.

AB: Are you his favorite?
JD: My sisters says I was. [laughing]
RW-N: You said you did, in some way, have a special relationship with him in terms of his sort of
depending on you. (JD: He did) You said you had become his boy when his son went away.

JD: I did. Because when my brother went away to work at the Navy yard, as a welder, and then
went into service and married, I was always there with my dad. And I did things with him. We
would, well, in fact, I chopped wood with him, and did the boy chores. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And
when he would uh-I tried to go hunting with him. [chuckles] And uh, but we would listen to the
radio, the Joe Lewis fights and all of the things that he was interested in, we would do that. And then
we went to, he-, I would always go to church with him. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And uh, so we did
quite a bit to gether.

RW-N: So then, he was, your dad, I guess, believed you when you said, no, you're interested in
getting married, too, right? (JD: He did) So then what happened to those feelings about your
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wanting to be a nurse or to be a missionary? You knew that you just had put that aside, when you
decided to marry?

JD: I did. I was always able to make decisions, you know, make choices. And uh, so I said, well,

if I got married, I knew that would be the end of it, because I'd have, you know, my marital
responsibilities and a family. (RW.:.N: Mmm-hmm) And uh, so I just didn't expect to go to college.
And after we were on campus and my husband insisted that I take some classes. And it didn't take
much insisting. [laughing] No, cause I always loved learning. (RW-N: Okay) And I started taking
the classes. And actually, I went into elementary education and that was close to nursing, at first
grade.

RW-N: Because there was no nursing here, was there?

JD: No, there wasn't. (RW-N: Right) And uh, then when I went into special education, (RW-N:
Yes) it's more, it's working in special education is similar to nursing and the missionary because
there are a lot of things you have to do in that, like conferencing the children and the parents.

RW-N: So to some extent, that desire to be helpful toward people, played itself out in that way. (JD:
Yes, it did.) Uh-huh, mmm-hmm.

AB: When your husband started talking to you about going back to school, did that surprise you?

JD: No, not really, it didn't. Because we just had that relationship, it just looked like we just
understood. And uh, when he expressed himself and explained why he wanted me to go and be able
to care of myself and the children, I understood.

RW-N: Was that unusual? I mean, I know, of course, in the summer there were older women and
men back on campus. But was it unusual for a woman with a child to be in those classes? To be
starting school for the first time?
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JD: No, it wasn't. Because it was after World War II. And there were a lot of veterans and their
wives on campus. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And several of them were taking classes.

RW-N: Including the women?
JD: Including the women. (RW-N: I see, okay, uh-huh.)
AB: How did your father feel about your going back to school?
JD: He was happy, he was very pleased. And very proud. Because he said that was one of the things

he had wanted, but he couldn't afford it.
AB: When we were ending our session last time, you were telling us a story about your father coming

to visit you at the hospital. I think when one of your children was born. (JD: Yes) Was it-, or he
was, he was worried ....

JD: Yes, he was. This was the fourth son, well, actually it was our fourth child. And uh, not the
fourth son, but the third son and the fourth child. But see, Dad thought I had had surgery to stop
having children. And then when he saw that I hadn't, he was very pleased. Then he worried about
my health and the condition of the baby. And his heart was very bad, and there was not an elevator
for patients at Guyan Valley. And he walked up the steps and they had us-; you know, it was
segregated. But they put the baby in the nursery. And Logan General wouldn't put them in the
nursery. That's why I went to Guyan Valley. And uh, my dad came in and asked me if I was all
right. And I told him, "Yes." He said he had been by to see the baby and I had a fine boy. And he
asked me again, he said, "Are you sure you're okay?" I said, "Yes, Daddy, I'm all right." And after
he found out I was okay and the baby was okay, he went home. But I always worried about it,
because he was out of breath when he got there. Because of his heart.

RW-N: We, uh, the last time we were here, the tape ended and rather than to start another tape or
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not, and we had run out of time, we kind ofleft things up in the air. But I think it was Ancella on
that, at the end of that tape had asked you what was going on with your mom and dad during that
long period of time when you married and had children and were going to school. The other kids
were marrying, going off. Uh, tell us about what then happened to your mother and father.
JD: Well, during that time, let's see, my father got sick. And he was working in the mine. And he

had to come out of the mine in 1954. And he wasn't able to work any more, and uh, because of his
heart condition. (RW-N: mmm-hmm) And, of course, the only income he had then, he had to sign
up on welfare. And that destroyed his self-concept.

RW-N: How old was he? Do you remember?
JD: I think Dad was about, he was under, he wasn't fifty. (RW-N: Yes) And, let's see, I have to

count it up. ! He was born in 1907 and '54, that would make. . . . But he, he worked. And then he
ordered fish from Norfolk, Virginia, and he sold fish; he and my mother would sell fish every week.
And that was one of the ways they supplemented income. And sometimes my mother would take in
washing and do little odd jobs like that. And then my dad, sometimes people would pay him to take
them to Logan. And, but that was really how they made it, with what the children could, you know,
give them.

RW-N: And they were living where then?
JD: They were living here in Omar. And then after I married, let's see, I'm trying to think had Dad
come out of the mine when they moved to Logan. Yes, he had. They started buying a house on
Dingess Street in Logan. It was, no, it was after he had come out of the mine and after they moved
to Logan. Because I know he wouldn't have gone into buying a house without, you know, work .
And that was what happened.
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AB: He never got any compensation from the mines?
JD: He never did. He never did get any compensation for that. Because when...he had silicosis.
(AB: Mmm-hmm) And our doctor, Dr. Keller, told him he had silicosis and that-then you had to
go before a board. And you had to go before two doctors. And a total of three doctors had to verify
that you had silicosis. And they sent him before the board, and before these doctors. One of the
doctors agreed and the other one, the third one, didn't agree. So he never did get anything.

AB: And there was no pension or anything?
JD: No. They had a two year statute of limitations. So he couldn't get it.
AB: Back to your father being worried about your not wanting more children. Did you want a family
as big as the one that you came from?

JD: No, I didn't. [laughing] We would, I would always be doing things to help. And I worked
around and helped the younger ones, and it was my responsibility and Daddy would always talk and
I would tell him. I would always say, "I'm not going to have as many children as Mom had. I won't
have that many." [laughing]

AB: So that's why he was worried. Cause he ...
JD: He did.
AB: But he was, he liked the big family. I mean, (JD: He did) it never troubled him that there was
so many children?

JD: No, it didn't. He always said, well, he said that he knew the Lord would provide. And when he
was in good health, he did everything he could to provide for us. And uh, we, we did have.

RW-N: When did you lose your parents?
JD: I lost my father in 1960, and then my mother in 1985.
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RW-N: Oh, so your mother lived a long time.
JD: Yes. Actually the baby that he came to the hospital to see, he died when he was two weeks old.

RW-N: Oh, I think you said-, you did tell us that. [overlapping voices - inaudible] Yes.

AB: So where did your mother live after your father passed?
JD: She lived in the ho-, the same home out there in Logan on, on Dingess Street.

AB: And how, how did she afford . . .did you all help care for her or what? The children or what?
JD: Mother was very independent after Dad died. She, uh, went to work and did housework. And,

of course, she still had his social security. And she had the younger children at home that she was
getting social security. But she supplemented it with her work, and then she was blessed later to file
for black lung and get it.

AB: Oh, so she did finally get something?
JD: Yes, she did, finally got black lung. (AB: Mmm-hrnm) Cause Ken Bechler was in Congress

then and he helped her get her black lung.

AB: Mmm-hmm, so her last years were, (JD: Yes) she was cared for. (JD: Yes, she was) Uh-huh.
Uh, we had talked about segregation and you just mentioned that the hospital was segregated. How
did that work in the hospitals?
JD: They had what they called a sun porch (AB: Mmm-hrnm) on the second floor. And that was

where they put the women.

RW-N: Excuse me, now, is this Logan Hospital?
JD: Logan Hospital. Logan General. And if you had a baby, they put the baby in a bassinet right
beside your bed. No matter what the patients out there had, yo u had to have your baby right there.

AB: So all the, the new mothers and somebody with whatever d isease, whether it was pneumonia or
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influenza, you were all on that same sun porch?

JD: That's right.
AB: And so that baby might have been exposed-I guess was your fear- (JD: It was) to the germs or
whatever it was that these other people were carrying.

JD: That's right, it was.
AB: lJh;.huh. And what about-but at Guyan Valley you said it was different?

JD: It was different. They put the babies in the nursery with the other babies.
AB: But you still, the patient, I mean, the mother was still in a segregated ward?

JD: The mother was still in a segregated ward.
AB: The same kind of situation, uh ...
JD: That's right, (AB: with the others.) same kind of situation.
AB: What about your doctor? Who was your doctor?
JD: Dr. Deason.

AB: White or black.
JD: He was white. And with our daughter, when she was born, Dr. Elliot, black, was, he was our

doctor. And he's the only black doctor we had here.

AB: Was that Mrs. Chatman's first husband? [refers to another women participant in this project]
JD: First-, yes, it was.

RW-N: I'm still a little confused. Was segregation an issue in the Logan Hospital, were the black
women being treated differently than the white women?
JD: They were. They were put in a-, they, we weren't supposed to know that we were treated

differently, but we were. We were put in a segregated section. (RW-N: Yes) And uh, a lot of things
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we just-, that was available to the others, were not available to us.
RW-N: Now, the white women also, though, had their babies next to their beds?
JD: No, they didn't.
RW-N: No, that was different. Those babies were going into the nursery, (JD: The nursery) if you
were white.
JD: If you were white.
AB: And I suspect, this may not be true, but in many cases, women pregnant, I mean, women who

had babies were all kept together; they weren't mixed in with the general population of the hospital.
But for black women, for black people, all black people were put in the same (RW-N: On that sun
porch) on that same sun porch, no matter what disease you had. (RW-N: Oh, I didn't understand
that, so ... )
JD: All the black women were put on that sun porch. And then the men were put up on the sun
porch on the fourth floor.
RW-N: Right. So some of the women were having babies, but some were in there for other reasons.
JD: That's right.
AB: For whatever, whatever your illness was, you were-, and your baby is what was her concern,

(RW-N: Right, right) was exposed to ....
RW-N: So you elected to go to the other hospital because of that.
JD: I did. And if, say, for instance, if a patient had hepatitis or something that was extremely
contagious, they would isolate it.
RW-N: Mmm-hmm. How did you, aside from making the decision to go to the other hospital, what.
.. how did yo u respond to those kinds of, that kind of discrimination?
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JD: At that time, it was a way of life. You know, you expected it. You didn't like it, but, you know,
you just went along and did the best you could with it. And uh, that was what we did.
RW-N: And you don't remember being extremely angry at times about it?
JD: Only when they were overtly and I can see that they refused to give me, that would be the only

time I got angry. But I just didn't like it. And at that time, I knew that, well, one of the things my
parents taught us, unless you can change something, or you have a better solution, you deal with this
until you have a better answer. And that helped us deal with a lot of things. Cause I couldn't, could
not come up with anything to change it. And I went to Guyan Valley, that was my way of changing
it, getting, you know, away from the situation. (RW-N: Right)

AB: Were there other instances of discrimination that you had to deal with as you were growing up
in your early :Years, as a married woman or so?

JD: I can remember, you know, like for instance, when we'd ride in the bus. We have to ride, get
in the back of the bus.
AB: Is that right?

JD: We had to get on the back of the bus. We did.
AB: That's unusual for West Virginia.
JD: Yes, yes. Cause a lot of times we'd get on and we'd just go right on to the back and then that

was it. Cause when we came here in '37 on the bus from South Carolina, we had to sit on the back,
in the back of the bus.
AB: Right. But you mean, if you were getting on the bus here, if you were going from Omar to

Logan on the Greyhound, you had to sit in the back of the bus?
JD: We would-, they ran the Trailways bus, and we would get on and we' d go to the back of the bus.
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AB: Did they tell you to do that or did you just do it?
JD: You know, I don't remember. But I remember most of the black people went to the back of the

bus. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)
AB: Because that was illegal.
JD: I know.
RW-N: Oh, that wasn't. .. you don't remember that in Charleston or Huntington do you? [directed

to AB]
AB: No, it was not legal. In fact, well, that's my story [chuckle], but, no, that was not legal. [RW-N:

Yes, yes, right] They did try to do it, about 1907, they tried to introduce legislation and it was beaten
back and they didn't do it.
RW-N: In th~ state, mmm-hmm.
AB: In the state. (RW-N: Right, mmm-hmm)
JD: Cause I can remember. . .I didn't ride the bus very much. But I remember riding it from Crystal

Block and going to the back of the bus.
AB: That's interesting.
RW-N: Now, you lived in coal camps when you were growing up. (JD: I did) Uh, in those camps,

did black people tend to live together in their own area? White people in their own area? Or were,
was it more mixed, in terms of who, who your neighbors would be?

JD: In the majority of them, because I know the first camp that we lived in, was mixed.
And uh, cause we were, there were only two black families that lived in that community. And that
was way at the head of the hollow of Crystal Block. And then the camp community lower, it was all
black. And then the one below that was all black. But the first camp was all white. And then the one
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that was over across the track was all white.

RW-N: Do you have any sense, when you look back on that, that the white people in those coal
camps got the better places to live? I, I don't mean if they were supervisors. If they were, they got
the better houses. (JD: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm) But if they were non-supervisory positions, that
they still had better chance, at better housing?

JD: They did. They got the better housing. And uh, cause I know, well, actually at Crystal Block,
cause, now, we had :friends. . . .

We, I was fortunate as far as having white friends when I grew up.

As my dad grew up, you know, in the white home. Cause at Crystal Block we had, there were, there

were two white families that we were very :friendly with. And the children actually-Mom and Dad
would never let us spend the night with them-but they spent the night with us.
AB: And their parents didn't object?

JD: Their parents did not object. They... and uh, so uh...
RW-N: Eating peaches in the back bedroom, right? [refers to a story JD had previously told off tape]
[laughter]
AB: Could you visit their homes?
JD: I could visit their home. And we could, like, eat at the table with them and everything.

RW-N: But not stay over.
JD: And we couldn't stay over because my parents wouldn't let me. My dad, my dad was very

protective. He didn't believe in our staying away from home.

RW-N: And that was any place, right? (JD: That was any place) You couldn't stay with black
:friends, either?
JD: No, I couldn't.
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RW-N: Right, mmrn-hmm. But these white kids were allowed to stay in your house.

JD: They were, (RW-N: Uh-huh) And a lot of times we would play and then the Tarquintos and the
Sir family, they lived in, well, in fact, it was the white camp. And most of the time they called it the
honky camp at Crystal Block and that's where they lived. Now, Miss Sir was the-(AB: How do you
spell Sir? Can you spell it?) S-i-i. (AB: S-i-r?) Yeah. (AB: And Tarquinto) T-a-r-q-u-i-n-t-o.
Okay. They lived in the, in the white camp. And Miss Sir was the postmistress. And we always had
to pass their house to go to the store. And on the way to the store we would stop and we would
play, and sometimes they would go with us to the store. But if they didn't, we would stop on our
way back and play. And we were very good friends. And we remained friends.
AB: Are they still around?

JD: Mary liv~s at Crystal Block and she, some of her family has died. And then, I lost track of-, she
was at-, Mary is a Tarquinto, she married one of the Sir boys. And his sister, I've lost her, lost track
of her cause she was in Logan. And she may still be in Logan, but she moved from Crystal Block.
AB: So do you ever see them or hear from them?

JD: I do. And it's real sad now. Mary has cancer. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And she just lost her sister,
Edna, about, well, sometime this past summer it was. (AB: Mmm-hmm)
AB: Uh, was there ever any name calling between you and the white children that you knew and

played with?

JD: Not those in, in fact, we would, once in awhile there would be one family who would come in
and would start that. And that would be all. But it wouldn't last long. And of course, the Sirs and
Tarquintos, they would always take up for us. (AB: Mmm-hrnm) And then there was a Daniel
family- they would always say, no, they didn't believe in that. But you know one of the things that
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I know, they did use those racial names. And my mother put in a garden with one of the ladies up
there. And we had to go out and help her in the garden. It was hot. And she, we were setting out
cabbage plants. And the lady just, she forgot, I guess, who she was talking to. And she said,
"Whewwww, I'm sweatin' like a------!" [laughter] (AB: And used the racial word?) Yeah, she did;
she used the. . . [chuckle]
AB: And did she ever become aware of what she'd said?
JD: She didn't. And we didn't say anything to her. We just went home, got thirsty, and went home.

We told my mother what she had said; she said, "Well, you won't have to go back." And we didn't
have to go back. That's how we dealt with it.
RW-N: Let me ask you something, as, as a white person, because I don't know really a lot about

some of these names. Uh, you, but you referred to the white camp as the honky camp.

JD: That was what they called it.
RW-N: Now was that seen also as a negative racial term?

JD: Then it wasn't. (RW-N: It was not.) It was a way of identifying it. (RW-N: Yeah) Because
this is what they called, you know, I guess. . . . And they were all foreigners from different places.
(RW-N: Yes, uh-huh)
AB: Did they call themselves that? Did they refer to their homes, their area in that same terminology,

or was that something that outsiders said about them?
JD: You know, I don't know. Cause I know the Tarquintos and Sirs, they lived there, and seems as

if they said that's where they lived. And I'm not-, I don't remember. That isn't, isn't clear.
AB: If you ever see them, you ask. [chuckling] (ED: I will, I will) I'm curious about that.

JD: Because I know we were talking earlier this year on the radio about harmony week (AB: Mmm-68-

hmm) and what it meant. And the lady was talking about it and she used that word, the honkies and
all of 'em, you know, had come together.

AB: What is harmony week?
JD: It's something that the NACP had started in-, I guess, it seems to be running in competition with
Black History Week. But they said it's not, but it's always at the same time. But uh, in fact, I had
been upset. Because what they center on is black/white relationship, harmony, and they were using
the multiculture theme, and it should include everyone. And this is what I was saying, it should...

AB: Not just black and white.
JD: Not just black and white.
AB: Uh-huh. Uh, back when you said earlier, "My dad grew up in a white home," I remember you
told us that your mother and father spent their wedding night in a white home. But what do you
mean when you say your dad grew up in a white home?
JD: Well, he lived with this white family.

AB: In the house with them?
JD: In the house with them.
RW-N: And he, and he worked on farms, is that right?
JD: And as a teenager-and I don't know how old he 'was when he went there-but it was the
Johnson; that was their last name. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And he, he lived there. An~ uh, course,
he would work on the farm and he did other things for them I don't remember exactly what he said.
But he had his bed in the house. And when they got married, that's where they stayed. In the house,

in his room.
AB : So you didn't grow up with any anti-white feelings and ...
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JD: I didn't. Cause as a child, I can remember, we lived there and my mother cooked for them. (AB:

Mmm-hmm) And we would go down to the store sometime and would go over to the house to see
my mother. And he would play with us and act as if we were part of the family. And I remember the
first time we met and they was having dinner. He ask-, told my mother, her name was Allie, he said,
"Allie, have your children had lunch?" And she said, ''No." He said, "Well, feed them."

RW-N: Now, who was this that we're talking about?
JD: This is the white man, Mr. Johnson.

RW-N: Oh, okay.
JD: ... that my mother worked for. So she took us, started to the kitchen. He said, ''No, put-" he

had us to sit at the dining room table and eat. And then he told my mother, he said, ''Now, you come
and sit with them." He and his wife were there.
AB: Is this the-did I understand you saying you suspect there might have been some family

relationship with him?
JD: Well, I, you know, I wondered about that. Because now, the Johnsons (AB: Mmm-hmm)

because they treated us if we were a family.

RW-N: You mean, you wondered later on (JD: Yes, I did, later.) as you looked back on it all. (JD:
Yes, as I look back on it) But you never asked questions (JD: No, I didn't) or anything like that?
JD: And then-well, in fact, I asked my mother and she said no, and I asked my father and he said no.

(RW-N: Oh, okay) Now, they said my father had a white father. (RW-N: Yes) But this wasn't, this
wasn't, (RW-N: That wasn't the person, yes.) that wasn't the father, no. His father's last name was,
was, uh, A.C. Campbell. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And uh, so ...

AB : Did your father look white?
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JD: No, that was just an amazing thing, he didn't. (AB: Mmm-hmm) He, he had, in fact, he was a
darker brown than I. Uh, huh. Now, my mother had more of a white look. That was because, I
think, of her father.
AB: Who was also white.

JD: No, he wasn't white, he was mixed. He was mixed white and Indian. And then my mother's ...
AB: But not black?

JD: You know, I don't know whether he had any black in him or not. And I know, it was very little,
I think. Because one parent had a black and Indian, you know, parents. And the other one had a
white and Indian. So that was the connection.
RW-N: So in, in your early days you had some kind of natural contact with white people in the

environment~ in the coal camp they were your friends. I know kids are aware of skin color early on,
but not necessarily discrimination. (JD: Mmm-hmm) When do you recall becoming more aware of
prejudice and discrimination?
JD: When we, [chuckle] when we came to West Virginia, I had never heard the racial word until we

moved to West Virginia. And I was seven years old when we came to West Virginia.
AB: Even coming out of South Carolina?
JD: Coming out of South Carolina I had not heard and not being used toward us, toward me. And

uh ... :
AB: It wasn't something you heard at home? (JD: It wasn't) Your folks didn't say it at home, as

many do?

JD: No, they didn' t, they didn't. And when a child called us that at Crystal Block, and I didn't know.
We asked-, I asked my mother, I said, "What is it?" And she told me, she said, "It's just a word that
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ignorant people call us, use when they talk about us." And she said, "Now, it really means a low
character person." Said, "Anybody can be that." And we had a dictionary, and she showed us the
dictionary. And I can remember I can see that dictionary now, the back was tom off of it. And we
looked up that word in there, and this is what it said, "a low character person." And it's a word that,
and it said that, well, I think it says that, and I don't know whether it said ignorant white, or people
ignorantly use, white people ignorantly use toward black people, to describe black people. (RW-N:

Mmm-hmm) And I said I wish I could, had it now, cause they change that, the meaning of that word
in the dictionary. They did.

RW-N: They have now changed it?
JD: Yes, they have.
JD: I know when I was in grade school in Crystal Block, one of the dictionaries had a similar
meaning. And uh, but as I got older and I looked and I couldn't find it, now, once in a while it would
say it was used to refer to blacks. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But uh, it didn't say that. It wasn't described
that way when I first looked at it in the, in the dictionary.
AB: Do you remember, uh, was there ever any Klan activity around where you lived?

JD: I never did witness it. But I remember my mother and father were talking about it after we came
to West Virginia. She was talking about once the Klan got after my father one night. (AB: In South
Carolina?) In South Carolina. And he hid, and the people he lived with made 'em leave him alone.
So .... but that's, that's the only, all that I know, I never did see, see anything like that.
AB: We, I think we may have talked a little bit about the integration of the schools. Uh, that

occurred while you were teaching. (JD: Yes) And while your husband was teaching. (JD: Yes, it
did) And, was that when you moved into special education?
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JD: No, it, it wasn't. In fact, I think I was substituting when they integrated, first integrated. And
they integrated the first grade. And I was substituting and working as-, with Mr. Ferguson, the
textbook custodian, that's where I was.
AB: What was the textbook custodian?

JD: He would take books out to the grade schools, you know, like when school start, and they
needed so many of the, uh, text, free textbooks. (AB: Mmm-hmm) Then he would take them to the
different schools.
AB: And you helped him with that?
JD: I would them-, helped him with that. I would help, you know, we had to count 'em out and label

'em and then, so they could be sent to the schools. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And, uh, that was one of the
things I worked part-time with before I got a job as a substitute teacher.
AB: Uh-huh. So when you started substituting, the schools were segregated? (JD: They were)

Where did you do your substitute work?
JD: Accoville, I went to Accoville Grade and I substituted at Aracoma High School, and Buffalo

High School. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And ...

RW-N: Let me ask you a little about that. I have tried to understand these schools, and I'm not
doing a very good job of it. And I've written down some of what you have said. (JD: Okay) Now,
when you first went as a full-time substitute, you were at Accoville? Is that how you said it? (JD:
Accoville) Uh, you didn't stay there very long.
JD: It was not Accoville-, they called it Buffalo Grade School.

RW-N: They called it Buff-okay. Where you, where you did your full-time substitute?
JD: Or was it? Wait a minute now, did it? Buffalo, no, it wasn't Buffalo Grade, Buffalo Colored
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School, I think it was.

RW-N: That's where you did the full-time substitut~?
JD: That's where I did my first full-time substituting.
RW-N: Okay. Buffalo Colored Grade School, (JD: Yes) is that what you said? Okay.
AB: Or just colored school.
RW-N: Colored School, but it was a grade school? (AB: Yeah) Uh, and that's where you were
hopeful of staying on and did get a full-time position after that, did you not?

JD: I got full-time position there at the, well, in fact, at the end of the first month, I think. They
decided to let me stay on permanently.

RW-N: Right, it would be full-time now. (JD: Yes) Okay. And indeed, then all of your students
were black there? (JD: They were) Then you went to Clothier? (JD: Clothier) Clothier, for one
year?

JD: I think it was one year. One year.
RW-N: Was that integrated? (JD: No) No, that was black students, too. Then you went to West
Logan, and that was black, I have marked down here. (JD: Yes, it was black) And then you went
to, I want to check... was it Douglass Omar or Omar Douglass or. .. ?
JD: Douglass Omar was a black school, all black school.

RW-N: And that was just a short time there. (JD: Yes) That was still an all-black school. So at least
a few years had gone by and you were teaching black students. (JD: Black students) Then you went
to Stirrat. (JD: Yes, and that was .. ) Would you spell that for us?
JD: S-t-i-r-r-a-t. (RW-N: S-t-... ) -i-r-r-a-t.

RW-N: And that was your first integrated school? (JD: Yes, it was) You were there two years, and
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then you went into special education after that. (JD: Yes, I did) At Douglass Omar or... ?
JD: At Doulgass Omar.

RW-N: Uh-huh. And you stayed there until ... ?
JD: Until I retired.

RW-N: Until you retired.
AB: By that time Douglass Omar was integrated.
JD: Douglass Omar was not a regular school at that time. It was used for adult basic education, half

of it. And they started the secondary level, special education, and put it there. I mean, put the
secondary level there.

RW-N: In that, in that building.
JD: Yes, they did. But my first special education work was at uh, Peach Creek. I taught the

trainables at Peach Creek. (RW-N: Uh-huh, okay)

AB: At what point was that? When you left Stirrat?
JD: When I left Stirrat I went to, yes, Peach Creek.

RW-N: And do I remember you correctly, that someone came to you and said, would you like to
teach special ed? (JD: Yes) Uh-huh, and you said yes.
JD: Well, it. .. now, how did I get into special ed? Oh, I took the train-, took the training first.

(RW-N: Oh, you did take the training first) I took the training. Cause during the summer we had
stipends. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And uh, so I was able to get into it. But I always wanted to teach special
education, because I read about it when I was in school at Bluefield.

And uh, but then the

requirement, you had to have a bachelor's degree before you could get into it. And uh, but then when
they started at Marshall to offering the class, and then undergraduate-, well, by this tim~ already had
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my bachelor's degree.
AB: Uh, when you went to Stirrat to teach, how did you find that? You were working with white

students for the first time now.
JD: Do you know, I didn't, really didn't find any difference. I treated them all as children. And uh,

most of them accepted me, you know, as, as the teacher.
AB: You say most. (JD: Most of them) Were there some that did not?
JD: There were some who did not. And they were a little reluctant at first. And then after they

found out that, you know, I was going to treat them naturally, just like any other child, and be fair
with them, I didn't have a problem.
AB: What about their parents?
JD: The parents, some of them were a little bit reluctant. And I've only.. I can only say that I ran

into one openly prejudiced parent.
AB: And how, how did that incident occur?
JD: Well, in fact, this parent came in talking about her daughter and then she used that racial word,

and kept using the racial word and kept using it, until I pointed out to her that, you know, it was
offensive in my race. But she had something in her race that was just, that she considered more
offensive than our people. And she looked at me and I told her what it was. [chuckling] [Someone
whispers, "What was it? in a playful way.] (RW-N: I'm not following this.) [chuckling] (RW-N:
We're being so ... ) Well, actually, in this area, in this area, they do, she considered, you know, being
poor and in that area where she was, they called them poor white trash. (RW-N: Oh, yes) And so
I told her, I said, "You know," I said now, "I know you consider that worse than, than our race. And
your daughter was just, you know, being friendly with this student." And it was ...
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AB: And she was objecting to the companionship 0£ . . ?
JD: She was objecting to it. And he was a jolly person, and he was very friendly. And we had an
autistic girl. And he was friendly because of his relationship with this autistic girl. She snapped out
of it, her autism, but it was a thing that was brought on by...

END TAPE 2 - SIDE 1
BEGIN TAPE 2 - SIDE 2
AB: ... asking about incidents of prejudice that you might have encountered. And you were, the
original incident that you were discussing happened with special education students with a black child,
boy, and a white girl who was autistic. (JD: Yes) And the mother objected, and that's the mother
that was using the N word constantly when you spoke to her about it. (JD: Yes) But the child got
all right and that incident worked its way out?
JD: It did, it got all right. And then when the mother realized what she was doing, she said, "But I
wasn't calling you that." I said, "I know you weren't. And I wasn't calling you that." I said, "I
wanted you to understand that you have something within your own race that you object to, just like
you object to, you know, my race. And we don't look at people because of their color or even
because of their :financial situation." Said, "But we try to treat people as they, each individual, the
way they treat us, that's the way we treat them."

AB:

Mmm-hmm. And before you were working with the special education students, you were

working at Stirrat, which was your first integrated situation? (JD: It was) You were teaching, what?
First grade?
JD: I was teaching first grade. And that did have some incidents of prejudice there, but not toward
me directly. It involved students. And uh, well, in fact, one of, some of the teachers; well, in fact,
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I wasn't the first black teacher there, either. I. . .I, there was one there. And I replaced a black
teacher. There were two of us there. But I think they were just there and they didn't speak up. And
uh, but anyway, they knew I would speak up. And I did. And there was an incident with the
children. And one of the things that bothered me, it goes back to these children were taken out of
the black school by their father and taken to Stirrat. And uh, not just his children, but he took some
other children.
AB: These are black kids?

JD: These are black kids, when integration, when they decided that they were going to integrate more
than first grade. And it was on a voluntary basis. It wasn't, you know, compulsory. So in order to
uh, to get them integrated, the father decided well, he'd get 'em and he came to the black school and
took them otlt and took them up there. Well, they never were given a fair or an equal chance. And
this little boy, when I went up there, was the son of the father who had carried the children up ther~.
And he resented being there. He just, he just had a lot of prejudice in him (AB: This a black boy)
The black boy. And uh, so there was an incident on the playground. Beautiful little girl was out there
and he loved to pull her hair. And uh, so she came in and she called him that, used a racial word,
" _ _ boy pulled my hair," or hit me. And I said to her, "What is his name?" And she kept telling
me that, using that language. I said, "But what is his name?" And uh, she looked at me and then she
told me his name. And I said, "Well, we always call people by their name. We don't, you know,
describe 'em like that." And she looked at me, and she said, "Oh, yes, ma'am." And so I got the boy
and talked with him and told him-, found out, you know, what the problem was. But, I mean, this
was the way I dealt with it. And then the principal made a difference in her, in the way she disciplined
the black children and the white children. Cause she would send them home or paddle the black child.
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And then some, a lot of times, ifthere was black and white involved in something, she'd let the white
child go. So I told hyr, ''No, you're not being fair." I said, ''Now, you have to be fair in your
punishment." And uh, she saw that I was going to insist that she would be fair. So every time there
was a problem between the black and the white, she would call me to see how she should handle it.
(RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And I told her, "You're the principal. You do what is right. All I want you
to do is be fair." And so I got that over to her. And uh, so we didn't have any more incidents, many
more incidents of that.

AB: What about with parents at Stirrat? Did you have any problems with parents?
JD: No, I didn't. You know I really didn't. Not racial problems at all. Or any problem. And I

wouldn't call that a problem. It's just that we had the, uh, almost like the Joplin plan we had adopted
for the readwg. And that means you, no matter what level you're on, that's the level you would be
taught at. And this child, when school started in the second grade, he was reading at a primer level.
And uh, well, not primer, but pre-primer. So I had to work with him. And I had got him at the end
of the year where he was :finishing the first grade level. He was just ready to go into second grade.
And I had told her that he needed to be retained or, you know, stay, because the Joplin plan was on
paper. That's all. And I knew that, and I knew what was going to happen to the child the next year.
So I told the principal and she said, "Well, we'll send him on.... whatever you think," she said to me.

"If you think that's what we' ll do, that's what we'll do." I said, "Well, we need to have a conference
with the parents and let 'em know." Sent for the parents. She told the parents beforehand what was
going to happen. The parents came in and talked with me and I told them, no, the boy is, well, he
was timid and not mature, you know, he wasn't assertive, like his sister. His sister was a straight A
student. And he was kind of withdrawn. And uh, but it was a maturity thing. And I told them, I
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said, "He has done well this year." I said, "But I would like for him to be at a level where he can be
comfortable and make progress the next year. So, you know, this is what I'm recommending, that
he stay, you know, in the second grade." And she went back to the principal and they had, she said,
"Send him." They agreed to send him. And I talked with them and I told them, "No, he isn't ready.
He's going to have problems." And sure enough, the child did, in the sixth grade. He had to repeat
the sixth grade, because he could not keep up. But he would cry, every time you would call on him
to do something, to read or even to give his work or anything. And that's how afraid he was.
AB: Do you think that their refusal to accept your advice had anything to do with race or was it. .

.?
JD: No, it didn't have anything to do with race. It was one of the things, they didn't want the stigma
of saying, having a child kept back. (AB: of having a child kept back, mmm-hmm) Because all of
their students were A, an excellent student.
AB: Uh-huh, all their family members except him.
JD: They were. And, and the mother, on their behalf, I saw her, uh, I think the child was either in
high school. But she told me, she said she made a mistake. She said, "I wish I had listened to you
and had taken your advice." And I said, at least that was big of her; she didn't have to tell me.

AB: So you feel then that the integration, as you experienced it, was fairly smooth?
JD: In some ways it was fairly smooth. And it varied from place to place. Cause uh, well, in fact,

it all depended on the individual teacher. Cause we had some teachers who were very good and uh,
they didn't make any differences. And then we had some that made differences. And I had ...
AB: You mean white teachers made differences with black children?
JD: White with black children. And even at the beginning of integration, when the first grade was
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integrated and I taught, I was substituting. I went to the one-room school at Copperas that had all,
grade one through six. (AB: Spell Copperas, please) C-o-p-p-e-r-a-s. (AB: Mmm-hmm) That's
above Holden. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And the uh, went there, the teacher was out, and the little girl's
sisters and brothers were in the black school. They couldn't go to the white school at Copperas. But
every morning, she would have to leave her sisters and brothers and go down to the, to this white
school. And she would cry, she wouldn't do her work. And uh, so I was up there on Monday, she
cried. And Tuesday, she cried. And uh, Wednesday I didn't have the heart to make her leave. She
wanted to stay. And uh, so I let her stay. The child started reading, worked with my students, ate
her lunch and her sister's lunch. And she wasn't eating at the other school. So later, Mr. Cleveland
came up on Thursday, the child was there. And he wanted to know who (AB: Who was

Mr.

Cleveland?) He was our supervisor. He was the assistant superintendent of schools, responsible for
the black schools. And uh, he carne up and he wanted to know who she was. And I explained to him
that this child was a student at the white school. And I said, "I'm sorry, but I just didn't have the
heart to make her leave here crying." And he said, "Well, that's all right." Cause the teacher, regular
teacher, was coming back the next week.
AB: What do you think was going on in that white school that made her so unhappy?

JD: Well, she said that some of the children would call her names. And uh, she said the teacher a lot
of times would ignore her, wouldn't let her do anything. And this happened a lot of places. If the
child was not aggressive and wouldn't speak up, then they just sat there, long as they weren't a
discipline problem.
RW-N: So you think that integration for some of the black kids was negative, that they didn't get
attention or they didn't get treated fairly? It had its downside for these kids.
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JD: It did, the way integrated was done. It had more downsides for our children, in my opinion.

RW-N: More, (JD: More downside) it was more, more negative for the black kids (JD: Right) than

positive, (JD: It was) is that what you're saying?
JD: Yes, yes. (RW-N: Uh-huh) I said now the positive things we had, there were more equipment,

more material, and a larger variety of subjects. But the things that we valued, doing a good job, being
good at what you do, knowing this, being on time and stuff like we taught them; it didn't matter. So
they took the easy way out. And I'm not blaming, I'm not just blaming the teachers. I think parents,
as a whole, we let up and we didn't emphasize those things. But we lost a lot of the things that we
valued in the black schools and a lot of things that was emphasized in the black schools.
RW-N: Some of the women we've talked to have said that, uh, they thought that the black teachers

especially cared about the black kids. I'm talking about in the black schools. And that some of that
was lost, too. Well, clearly, if a black kid was gonna go with a white teacher, that kind of quality,
and I'm not saying all teachers, but in a general way. Do you that that's true?
JD: I know it's true. Yeah, it's, it's.. .it's true. It-, I can't say that all white teachers fit in that,

because we had some who were caring and did an excellent job. And then we had some that didn't
care. And before I retired, the thing that hurt me was some of the young black teachers came in with
that attitude, not caring. Not, not, just not caring about any child. They were there just to get their
pay and that was it.
RW-N: So a more general change also took place in education? (JD: It did) Is that. .. ? (JD: It did)
AB: What about the students? Do you think they changed?
JD: They did. They did, they changed. And you know, it was interesting. At the beginning of

integration, I observed the white student, a lot of the white students, picked up the things that we
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valued. They started using better manners and being more courteous and kind ... you know, over.
. .over, well, on a large scale.

AB: So they were gaining where our kids were losing. (JD: That's right)

RW-N: Some of the women we have talked to have also said that they felt, uh, that it was proper for
them, or they felt a duty, if you will, to be especially mindful of the black kids. I'm talking about in
the integrated schools. Because they felt that they weren't being cared for in other ways by the
system, by some of the other white teachers, and so that they especially tried to care for them. (JD:

Mmm-hmm) Do you remember having those kinds of feelings or thoughts?
JD: I guess mind was more wide spread, because I had-, I cared for all of them. But as the blacks,

I did try to encourage them and uh, and I did, well, I guess to a sense I did. Because I watched, and

if one was le:6: out, or wasn't getting his fair chance, a lot of times, many times, I went to the teacher
and talked to the teacher one-on-one, and uh, in the schools where I was. And I even talked with the
principal about being fair to the blacks. And then I encouraged the students to do their best. Because
a lot of times they would give up, when they would keep trying and then they would see that their
efforts weren't accepted, at. .. just like the whites, 'they wouldn't even try. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)

AB: What about with your own children? Did they run into any difficulties during this period when
they were in school?

JD: As far as integration, I.. .our son Phil, on a coach. He ran into a coach that cursed. And he
couldn't stand that, so he quit. He gave up all sports.

AB: But that wasn't a racial matter?
JD: No, it wasn't a racial matter. But none of them said anything about running into a racial matter.
Cause even our daughter with her geometry ... well, in fact, I can't say that was just racial cause the
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man was just prejudiced toward any, a lot of the students, regardless of the color.

AB: Was there any interracial dating or anything like that, that went on in the areas with your own
children or their friends?
JD: Uh, I. .. there was some going on. And I'm not sure if mine did dating, but I know our oldest

son, the girls were very fond of him. And [chuckling] (AB: The white girls?) White girls. And he
played football and most of, most of them were very fond. And he said that, you know, they were
just friends.
AB: How did you feel about that?

JD: It didn't, really it never did matter to me. And I guess it was because of my background
experience, you know, with them. And uh, like when our oldest son, well, he married a Mexican girl
;

and he called:me from Texas to tell me that he was marrying, going to marry this white girl. And I
said, "Well, do you understand what problems you're facing?" And I said, ''Now, both of you will
receive prejudice." And I said, ''Now, it's hot going to be just for one race." I said, "You will get
prejudices from both her race and your race." And uh, that's, that has been true.
AB: Did they stay together?
JD: They're still together now. (AB: They're till together) They're still together. But this is one

of the things that they had to face. And even now, sometimes they're still facing it.
AB: Do they have children?
JD: They have children. Yes. And it's interesting. He had-, they had a boy and a girl. Well, the girl

was the oldest. Her husband is white. And the son's wife is white. (AB: Oh, really?) Yes. (AB:
These are your grandchildren?) There are my grandchildren.

AB: And do you know these mates that they have chosen? (JD: Yes, I do) And they get along all
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right? They accept. ..
JD: They do. In fact, Gigi's husband calls me Grandma. And uh, Ross calls me Grandma. In fact,

now, Ross and Toby are separated. But she calls me. And she'll tell me, "Well, you need to check
up this on Ross." And uh, but we had a good relationship.

RW-N: Are .. .I gather, then, that you feel that if people love each other and can get along, it doesn't
matter what color, but that it is, it is hard still in our society for people doing that, that they run into
this kind of double prejudice sometime. (JD: Yes) Is that an accurate reflection of your feelings?
JD: It is. Cause I said it doesn't make any difference what color the person is. What you want to

do when you look for a mate, you look for someone who's going to love you, that treats you with
honor and dignity and trusts you. I said, and someone you can be proud of. And I said, ''Now, I'm
not just saying marry a white man or marry a black man or marry a black woman." I said, "But you
find someone that will value you. Someone you won't be ashamed of, someone who will make a
good parent and, and, you know, someone that's going to make you become your best person."
AB: Did you think about those things when you were choosing a mate? (JD: I did) [chuckling] Did

you really?
JD: I did. I did. Cause this is one of the things I valued in Percy. I, I had, I thought that, but after

I talked with my pastor and he told me that, well, he was going to be in the holiness church, and at
that time, I was with the Baptist church. And I said, "Well, it doesn't make any difference. We still
serve God." And so, he looked at me and he said, "Well, that's right." And uh, my-, Miss Rosetta
Taft was a dear friend and teacher. And she told me not to get married, I was too young, that my
oldest brother had married and divorced and my sister had married and divorced. And I prayed and
asked the Lord, you know, if this was going to be the man that would help me rear my children to
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serve him and be a husband after his design, let me marry him. But make me a wife after his design.
Cause I didn't want to be an inferior wife. And I've tried not to be. And that was, and it
looked like during that time I was led to read Proverbs 31, you know, about the virtuous woman.
And that has been kind of like my model.

AB: So your, your life and your marriage has been all that you wanted to be?
JD: I'm satisfied. There's some areas I think maybe I would, could improve. But I don't think I'd

change anything. Really, I don't.

AB: So you and your husband worked out a relationship that was mutual and satisfactory and....
JD: For me, yes. And he seems to be satisfied. I, you know, he hasn't shown any dissatisfaction.

AB: You didn't have any big quarrels or differences of opinion over the years?
JD: We did, but we worked out a thing that where ifwe disagreed-and I always respected his being
the head of the family-and uh, if it came to where we would disagree, we couldn't agree on
anything, he made the decision.

AB: You never resented that? Never [inaudible]
JD: No, we lived with it. And then, and uh, I told him, "Okay, well, that's it." And uh, I would kind
of fume a little bit, but like the word of God would always ease me, comfort. And I said, "Well, I had
my say." And once I've had my say, I can live with it. But ifl can't have my say, I can't live with
it. But that was it. I know one time, we were getting ready to make an investment in a gas well. I
told him, no, no, we weren't going to do that. It' s too risky. And uh, he just got real upset. He said,
"Well, I'm going to take-" his money. I said, "Well, it isn't yours, it's ours. So if that's the way you
feel, then go ahead and do it" And he did. And it was a bad investment. He lost a good bit of
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money. So during the whole process, he would look at me as ifto say, "Aren't' you going to say I
told you so?" But I never did. And when he did say something about it, I said, "Well, Percy," I said,

"by the grace of God we can overcome this." And that was it. That was the way I felt.
AB: What if you wanted to buy a new pair of shoes, or a new coat or so? Did you have to discuss
that with him or did you just go and do it?

JD: I discussed it with him. And uh, when you said that-, early in my teaching, we were really
counting pennies. And I was overdue for a coat. And uh, so we, it was my first year of substituting
and he had, was it his second year? But anyway, we were kind ofto the point. .. and I had to have
a coat. And he wanted me to wait. Because he had bought a car, you know, to get back and forth.
And it was essential that we have a car. So I decided, okay; the next month, it was something else.
So when I got my pay, I went by mercantile, I bought the reddest coat I could find. [chuckling] He
didn't say anything. We didn't argue about it or anything. But I mean, that was, because I had
waited and had put off and it was always something every month. So this particular month I decided
now is my time. And I went and bought the reddest coat I could find. [laughing]

AB: And you never quarreled about it, though?
JD: Never quarreled.
RW-N: Do you think that marriage should be of equals or do you think that men should
be the boss in the home?

JD: I, I think the way we have, we've always discussed things. But I always respected him as the
head of the family. See, this is, this is important for your man to feel as if he's taking care of you.
And uh, it, it's important for his self-esteem. And a lot of times, if a, if a wife goes against him, and
he feels that he's not providing for her, (RW-N: Mrnm-mmrn) he feels bad about himself. And uh,
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so I knew, I, I looked at Percy and I knew what he could handle and what he couldn't. It was
important that he feel good about himself So I knew who I was. And I said, well, okay, and then
I learn. I said I learned what he liked and what he didn't like. And so I said, "Okay, so, this is what
way we would do." And up to a point, when it came to where I thought he was going to take
advantage ofmy giving in to him, I said, "Un-huh, now, let's, let's talk." And he knew that it was
time for us to change. But I always tried to go along with his self-esteem and to make sure that he
felt good about himself
AB: Do you think he did the same thing for you?
JD: Up to a point, but not to the same degree that I did. And so I looked at it and I thought about

it and I said, ''Well, the main thing is for him to still feel good about himself"
AB: What a"bout you feeling good about yourself?

JD: Oh, I did. (AB: Did you?) I did.
AB: Well, what, how? What made you feel good about yourself?

JD: Because I knew that after awhile I would get to work it, or I could to do what I wanted to do.
And I did, most of the time.
AB: So you would just kind of wait. ..
JD: Wait. ..
AB: And hoping-calm down and you could see, do what you wanted to do?

JD: Yes, and most of the time I did. And it was something, always most of the time it was something
for the family, to improve the family or to make, you know, make things better for them.
AB: How do you feel about the women' s movement in, in later, the last years when women have

begun to say that they have not been perhaps treated quite as well as they should have been? Do you
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have any feelings about that?

JD: You know, in some instances, we have been and in some instances, we've lost ground. Because
some of the things now that we have to do, we didn't have to do, like pay alimony and uh, you know,
like I said, we were always free. And ... (AB: You think women were always free?) women were
always free. We weren't always treated with his freedom. But under the right circumstances, you
can work with your husband and get your husband to agree with what you want, a lot of times. Most
of the time you can.
AB: What about that wider world out there, though? Salaries, for example. Or women not being
able to participate in certain kinds of professions.
JD: Well, that's wrong. That was wrong. I disagree with that. And this is one of the things that the

women's movement has made better for the women. And I said, even too, like some of the things
that women participate in, it's all right. But it puts, put them in a greater danger.
AB: For example?
JD: For instance, I was thinking about mining. (AB: Mrnrn-hmrn) And uh, I know a lady that

worked in the mine. And she does not, could not get compensation. But she was covered up with
slate, and hurt her back. (AB: Why couldn't she?) And she's not getting the full amount, like
some of the men get.
AB: Do you think that's fair to her?
JD: No, it isn't, it isn't fair to her.

AB: Would you want a woman president?
JD: Yes, if she's, if she's competent.

·

AB: What about your minister? Would you want a woman minister?
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JD: Yes, yes. To me, I think that women are just as intelligent as men. And women can handle

almost anything. ; .we don't have the physical strength. But in some instances, I've said this in my
church, and to my family, women in some instances, are wiser than a lot of men. It' s just that
sometimes we become emotional and we get upset. But and they asked me why I think so. And I
said, well, look at Eve. I said, "Cause God told Adam, you know, don't eat the fruit from that tree.
And she let the serpent tell her and she ate, tasted it and then she gave some to Adam. And he stood
right there, watched her and then he took it." [chuckling] And I said, you look at women now a lot
of times, and then especially a man, ifhe gets overwhelmed-well, in the bible there's another. ..
David and Bethsheba. He watched her [chuckle] and look what he did and, of course, Bethsheba
didn't take advantage of him, but she just gave in. But there are other instances. And I, I think about
oh, okay, wh~t's his name? Deborah and Barak. He was supposed to fight the war and he wasn't
listening. And he wanted her to go away, so she got the victory. But women, women can, when
they-, and I think that a woman will be just as competent as a man.

AB: As you look back on your life, do you feel that there have been things that, had you been a man,
you would have been able to do, that you weren't allowed to do as a woman? I mean, was there any
impact on your life from being a woman?

JD: There was some positions that I probably would not have, uh, that I would have been able to get.

RW-N: That you would not have been able to get?
JD: I would have been able to obtain had I been a man. And in one instance, there was, of course,
this was in special education. I had been promised, not the director, but the principalship of our
school when my husband became director. But because I was a woman, I was not, it was not given
to me. Well, in fact, l don't think that it had as much to do with because I'm a woman as it did
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because I was his wife.

AB: Uh-huh, and they didn't want two people from the same family.
JD: It wasn't a common practice. But it was just this immediate supervisor didn't want us to have

those positions. Because in the county there were husband and wife of, uh, in other schools. And
husband and wife had-, were principals of different schools. (AB: Mmm-hmm) And this was just that
friend's philosophy.

AB: What about uh, as a, as a black person? Do you think if you had to say I have been
discriminated more against as a woman or as a black person, does that, uh, ...which one do you think
you've suffered most from, if you've suffered at all?
JD: I would say as a black person. Because I don't feel that I've been discriminated too much against

by being a woman. And, you know, this is one of the things, and I guess I'm blessed by it. Because
when I, when we were younger and I can remember my parents always said if you try something, it
doesn't work, try something else. Give up, don't give up. And uh, that was one of the ways I did
with integration. I mean, you know, being accepted, or with segregation at least, if this person didn't
like me because I looked a certain way, or... or maybe because I'm a woman, I always went back and
said, now, let me see, ifl can't show 'em how much they need me. And I would, you know, try to
do, approach it that way.

AB: Mmm-hmm. It seems that at this point in your life, caring for your husband and what not is a
fairly heavy burden for you. Uh, is that indeed true, I mean, he needs around the clock care.
JD: He does. You know, I. .. in.. .I just take it as part of life. It is, you know, time consuming, but

I don't consider it a burden. In fact , I'm thankful that I'm able to do it. (AB: Mmm-hrnm) And
because I love hin1 and he needs me now, and at least this way, I can see if, what kind of care he's
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getting, and see how he's receiving it.

AB: Did he always need you even when he was not ill?
JD: He did. Cause when he was in school in Bluefield, even before I started to schooL and he would

have all these research papers and stuff, I would help him. And even when he was doing his materials
and methods, I helped him and make the scrapbook. And uh, well, in fact, I did most of the
scrapbook, and would do.things like that to help him. And even when we were doing jobs around
the house, we worked together.

RW-N: Do you think life in general is harder for black women than for black men? Not just in your
life, but in general?
JD: No, life is harder for black men than it is for women. This is one of the things that, a black

woman is ac~epted by whites more so than a man.

RW-N: More than a black man?
JD: Yeah, more than a black man. And of course, now, things are changing a little bit, because of

black women have been moving up. But they would rather have a black woman than a black man.
Because I know when they came out with Affirmative Action, and it upset me quite a bit, because I
could see what they were doing. And uh, they said that they had to have a black. And then they
came up with this female. They hired a black woman. And the men a lot, many times was, was, had
greater skills. It didn't make any difference. And even now in a lot of times, instances, if we were
on the job or in a place for an interview, and they would come in and interview one ofus was a man,
say, for instance, I'm a man and you're a woman, and we made, make the same, had the san1e skills
and everything, nine times out of ten you'd get the job, because you're a female. And these, these
are some of the things our men have to endure. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)
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AB: You said a moment ago, now, that things are moving up. Have you felt in your life, and as you
have lived your life, have you felt it your personal responsibility to do things to help black people
move up?
JD: I do, I feel that now more than ever, because a lot of doors have closed for them. And the

younger people now are, are-this subtle and hidden prejudice. And I try to do as much as I can to
encourage them to get their education and be prepared and stick with it.

RW-N: Now, when you say a lot of doors have been closed, are you talking about in more recent
times? If we go back to the civil rights movement, many people think that a lot of doors were opened
as a result of the civil rights movement. You don't agree with that? Or are you saying they might
have opened but now they're closing again?
JD: They w~re opened, but they're closing. And when they did away with affirmative action, they

uh, you know, it was mandatory. Now they don't have to, so they don't have one. And, and if you
have someone on the job, say for instance, you and I on the job and working, and I may be
outperforming you and there's a chance for promotion, you would get the promotion. These, this
is what's happening. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)

RW-N: So do you think that the civil rights movement was not worthwhile, because it hasn't led to
an improvement?

JD: It was worthwhile, but I would love to have seen it start with jobs. Had it started withjobs and
pay, equal pay, the school, education, would have taken care of itself. Cause I don't care, uh, peo-,
uh, men respect the dollar. They don't care what color you are, if you have a dollar- they want that
money. And see, if integration had started withjobs (RW-N: You mean rather than with who sat on
the bus, is that what you mean?) rather than with education, you know. No, the bus, bus had to be,
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that had to be done for people to realize this is not equaL this is not fair, and we're going to have to
change it. But when they started making things equal, it should have been with equal jobs and equal
pay. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm, mmm-hmm) Cause if,- say for instance, if a house was selling for a
thousand dollars, well, that's cheap. And you had nine hundred and I had the thousand, who would
they sell the house to? (RW-N: You) Okay. See, that's why it should have started withjobs.

AB: As you, Mrs. Dillard, look back on your life, uh, how do you feel about it?
JD: I feel that I've been blessed. I've been, I've had a lot of good opportunities. And there've been

many people in my life who have helped me and have encouraged me and to set higher goals. And
there have been . .I just want to be able to give that love and kindness back to someone. And I can
remember when we first came here and started teaching, and my husband was working up Accoville,
up in the Man area And he was riding with the Taylors. And they wouldn't accept any pay, and he
tried to pay Mr. Taylor. And he told him, he said, "Look, pass it on." And uh, I said every time I
think about that, I said, now, I have to pass it on. I have many things and much help and love that

I need to pass on. And I'm trying to pass it on to the young people by encouraging them as much
as I can.

RW-N: When you look back on your life, uhm, how do you see it? Do you see it as, in general, that
it's gotten better, that it's gotten worse, that itt been a bumpy ride, do you see it in chapters where
there was a chapter that I did this in my life and chapter where that happened and now I have a new
chapter?
JD: You know, I look at my life and I know we started out with a big family, with not much, but we

were happy. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) And uh, I grew up, my husband and I started off, well, with not
much. (RW-N: Mmrn-hmm) We were happy. And we reared our children. And he and I agreed that
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uh, the most important thing for our children was to educate them, so that they had to have some
training beyond high school. God blessed us to do that. And uh, but the only thing that I would love
to change in my life, is if I could improve his health, so we could do now some of the things we had
planned to do. And that was to travel and, you know, do different things. (RW-N: Mmm-hmm)
That's about the only thing I would change.

RW-N: Mmm-hmm. Have you changed in life, as you've gone on this many years of living? You
look back on yourself as you were a young person... have you changed much?

JD: I'm fatter. [laughter]
AB: We all are.
JD: But I think in a lot of ways I'm more understanding. I'm not as high tempered as I used to be.

RW-N: Ahh, : you used to be high tempered. Oh, you never told us about that. [laughing]
JD: I used to have a terrible temper. But God has blessed me to put that under his blood and it's,

it's not as bad. But it will peep up, come up and peep out.
AB: What, what is it that triggers your temper? What makes you, upsets you?
JD: Unfairness. And, and lies. That, I don't have any tolerance for that at all.
AB: Do you confront people when you think they are being unfair or telling you something that isn't

true?
JD: Most of the time I do. And I try to do it ...
AB: Anybody? [laughter]

JD: Well, like sometime, no, not everybody. And not all the time. But most of the time I'll do. And
uh, because I have a situation now with-she's a friend-that I'm dealing with that and unfairness. And
uh, I don't know. It, it, it tears me up, because, you know, I hate to see anybody be unfair and I hate
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to see anyone lie. You don't have to lie. My dad-, my mother told us that if you have to lie or steal
to get something, it's not worth having. And I found that to be true.

RW-N: So you're a little laid back today, compared to what you were?
JD: I am, I'm more laid back. [laughs]
RW-N: And you're more understanding.
JD: I am, I think I'm more understanding. Cause now I try to look at every situation, even in, I want
to know what caused this person (RW-N: to be that way) to be this way. And even lying. Why?
What, what caused you to lie? And what caused you to be unfair and if I can find out the reason and
before, well, in fact, before you can change anything, you have to remove the cause or the reason for
that being that way.

RW-N: Right now in your life, uh, you have to be at home a great deal, yes?
JD: I do.
RW-N: Almost all the time. So you don't have much of a social life out of your home? (JD: No)
Did you before you had to stay at home so much? I mean, did you belong to organizations more or .
. .(JD: I did) ... church things more? (JD: I did) What kinds of things did you belong to?

JD: Oh, let's see, I was active in the uh, in my church, in a sorority, Deltas, and even when I worked,
I worked at the state level. I served on several committees for the WVEA. And then even for the
Department of Education I was on their curriculum and their personnel committee. And I served on
the committee at Marshall as an advisor for the, uh, personnel development. I was fortunate to be
selected as, to chair a discussing, when we was discussing the guidelines for preparation of
professionals and para-professionals in special education.

RW -N: So some of those things you're no longer doing, because you're retired. But others you're
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no longer doing because your first calling is here (JD: It's here) in your home. Yeah.
JD: But I am involved in the community, I'm serving right now as president of a community action

group. (RW-N: Uh-huh) And uh ...
AB: How do you manage those meetings; do you have someone come and stay with your husband
when you go?
JD: I have someone stay with him. We have cleaned up and I have someone to stay with him. And

I told 'em one day, they were fussing about, and some of 'em complaining about working out. And
uh, the time it took. And I told 'em, I said, "Well, I paid to come out and work." [chuckles] And
I do; I paid, (AB: Paid to do volunteer work) paid to do volunteer work. And I don't mind it; I
enjoy it. (AB: Uh-huh) I really do, I enjoy getting out. And right now we were trying to plan a
Halloween celebration for the children. But if you noticed, that there-, most of the people are moving
out of our community and, uh, we have children, and we still have some, but I don't know if we're
going to be able to get it together (RW-N: Uh-huh) or not.
RW-N: Now this community is, is down here in Superior Bottom, is that what you're talking about?

Or, or larger than that?
JD: Larger. I, usually, cause the people are moving out of Superior Bottom; that's my immediate

community. And then over on what we all the Boardwalk, we have children there, and over in the
Dugout we have children and then we have (RW-N: These are wonderful names; these are
communities you're talking about?) [laughter] These are communities, uh-huh.

(RW-N: the

Broadwalk and the Dugout, uh-huh) Now the Boardwalk and the Dugout are part of what we call
Omar and Superior Bottom; this is Superior Bottom. And uh, all of that is part of Omar and then
there's a Pine Creek that goes in Omar, there's a Sandy Bottom, and the main Omar, and uh, then
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up above here we have Cow Creek and we have Barnabus. And uh, the houses on the right... (AB:
What did you say, Concrete?) Uh, Cow Creek. (RW-N: Cow Creek) (AB: Oh, Cow, Cow Creek)
Cow Creek. And then we have Barnabus and we have Hatfield Bottom. And Stirrat. So those are
the name of some of the communities.
RW-N: So when you're doing some ofthis community work, you're doing some wider community
work too?
JD: Yes.
RW-N: And certainly mixed race, right?
JD: Yes, it is.
RW-N: What you're calling your community. (JD: Yes) Yes, uh-huh. And so, at least for the next
few years you see your life going on in this fashion and doing what you can for those kinds of things
(JD: Yes) and taking care ofthis husband, who's been a husband for fifty-one years. (JD: fifty-one
years, yes) Fifty-one years.
JD: And right now we have, in this moving, there's a friend of mine-I think she's eighty-six-and
she's been packing to move and I've been trying to get down too (RW-N: help her packing), and I
haven't been able to get there (RW-N: Uh-huh) cause I had doctor appointment two days this week
and then trying to ....
[ Note: The previous 30 lines appeared on a different tape of the interview.]
END TAPE 2- SIDE 2
BEGIN TAPE 3 - SIDE 1
AB: This is the continuation of the tape with Mrs. Dillard, October

st'\ 1999, Omar, West Virginia,

Ancella Bickley and Rita Wicks-Nelson interviewing. We were talking about, was it church? You
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were saying you were unofficial. .. ?

RW-N: You were talking about another community activity that you were involved in, is that right?
JD: Yes. The well, actually, the community activity that I'm involved in is my church. Cause when

Percy was able-, well, he's still listed as pastor. As long as he has been sick, he has not been removed
as pastor. I tried my best to get hiin to resign and remove-, and you know, as pastor. And one time
he had, he asked me to talce him to see the state overseer. And I did. And as soon as he looked up
at the state overseer, he said, "I want to be pastor." So right now, he ... he's still pastor. But. ..
AB: I guess I didn't realize that he was a minister. (JD: He is) ( RW-N: Yes, I didn't either) Was

that something that he chose to do after you were married, or was he always drawn towards the
church?
JD: Well, his parents-, his father was, was a minister. And uh, when we married, he was not even

in the church. But it was interesting. My pastor told me when he was telling me, you know, about
marrying, that he was going to preach. And uh, my, his, my father and them knew he was going to
eventually preach. But I had a-, well, it would always come to me like a flash, he's going to preach.
But I would always say to the Lord, I don't want to be a preacher's wife. [chuckling] And this went
on until he was baptized in the church. And he got in the church and it came to me again that he was
going to preach. And I said, "I don't want to be a preacher, preacher's wife." And it looked like
something spoke to me in my spirit and said, "You're going to be." And then I went back to my
prayer and I asked him if I have to be a preacher's wife, make me the kind that I should be the kind
that he wants me to be.
AB: And what is the church?

JD: The church is the Glorious Church of God in Christ. And he has pastored, he became pastor I
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think it was in '76. But he has, and let's see, he... he uh, was able to preach. He had his stroke in
'85, the one that did the damage. Then he pastored. And he was preaching off and on until I think
it was about '91, that he, you know, where he couldn't do any preaching. (AB: Mmm-hmm) But uh,
and I, I was praying because I-, that he would quit and that God would remove him as pastor and
send someone else. Because people, when they don't have a pastor, it weakens them, you know.
And I can see this happening.
AB: For the church.

JD: For the church. And uh, actually, I got my message with Dr. Kennedy, I don't know if you ever
watch him, Dr. James Kennedy on TV. Well, he was preaching one Saturday morning and he said,
"Peoples always talking about the pastor should do this and the pastor should do the other," and that
got my attention. And he said, "You didn't call him God called him Leave him alone." And I said,
"Well, Lord, is that my message?" And it was. And then I said, "Well, what must I do?" And it said,
well, one of the things I have to do is try to, as much as possible, keep the church going and keep
pastoral responsibilities. And we've had ministers to come and preach; no one accepted the pastoral
responsibility. So right now we don't even have a minister to preach, to come to preach. So we kind
of gather to have bible study, and that's about what we do.
AB: Now, but you had grown up as a Baptist. (JD: I had) And so you accepted his church then (JD:

Yes) later on. And your son is still a Baptist in Charleston? (JD: He is) So the other children, I
mean, your children remained Baptist all along?
JD: Let's see, no. Now, our oldest son is a Jehovah Witness, and let's see, our daughter's a Baptist.

Well, in fact, she uh, she, she was baptized in the holiness church in Norfolk. And now she's a
member of the Baptist church in Albu-, in Denver. Our son in Albuquerque is Baptist. And our baby
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boy is in the holiness church. And, but I told them, God is not under domination of God. And I said
no matter where you are, you'll obey the word of God and try to have, and say we have to have the
mind of grace. And ifwe do that, I don't care where we are or what we call ourselves. (RW-N:

Mmm-hrnm) If that's what we have to be. And one of the things I tell them that we need to look at
is TI Chronicles 7:14. It said, "If my people, who are called by my name," and that takes in all ofus,
and I said ifwe follow that scripture, humble ourselves, pray and seek the face of grace, and forsake
our wicked ways, he said he woulq heal the land, hear from Heaven and heal the land. And I said
that's all we want. And ifwe do that, that's non-denominational. (AB: Mmm-hrnm) And that's
where we have to get.

AB: Have you ever been called to preach?
JD: I haven't.
AB: You think you might be? ·
JD: I don't think so. A lot of people think I have been. But. . .I don't think so.
AB: But you, you kind of keep the church going?
JD: I do my best to try to keep it going. And uh ...
AB: Is it here in Omar?
JD: Here in Omar, right up here in the bottom. (AB: Mmm-hmm) It is. So I, I do my best. But
here lately I feel as if I haven't been adequate, I haven't been, uh, I'm not being, doing what I need
to do.
AB: Well, but you have a pretty full life. (JD: Yeah) Caring for your husband must be a lot to do.

JD : It is. And then, having, I developed some health problems. I had circulation problem and
developed an ulcer on my leg. But do you know what? God is healing that. I went Monday and I
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did have any pulse returning. And when Dr. [name inaudible] looked at my leg, he smiled, cause he
could tell it was better. And then he said, "Well, let me check your pulse." And when he got my foot
and checked my pulse, he did, he lit up like a Christmas tree. And he said, "You have a pulse this
strong." And he looked at my ulcer; it's much [inaudible]. He said, "Well," he said, "sometime it
truces a little bit longer for that to go away." But it's going away. And I said, "Well, I just thank God
for that." And yesterday when I went to him, I asked my doctor, they did a breathing test. And it
had improved ten points. And uh, ninety-two percent. So what better percent can you get? So I
said, ''I'm really, I'm blessed. I can't complain." I have to keep on doing and trying to serve the
Lord and serve his people. (RW..N: Yeah)

AB: Rita had asked you earlierifthere was anything that, uh, we hadn't talked about that you'd like
to be sure tha:t we included. Is there?

JD: Uh, I guess, we were talking about the church. And sometimes we have an integrated, you
know, service.

Right now this is the way we're leaning, to non-denomination, non-race, or

congregation. And that's my goai is to see it. And I have friend across the street, they don't belong
to any church. And this is one of the things that I'm trying to get her to go, to come, to feel free to
come. But she will come to me when she has an issue or she wants prayer or something, so at least
that's, (RW-N: Mmm-hmm) that's going somewhere. But the thing that, I guess, that's dearest to
me is the children. And I have, uh, it's sort of like a ministry with the black and the white children,
because there's one little white girl, she's... she's child of my former students. And uh, but she
comes and I talk with her and I have, I keep popsicles, or pop ice treats for them [chuckles] and that
way I can, uh, I can-, and I have a sneaky way of indoctrinating them to the better thing . [laughing]
But I enjoy it.
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RW-N: It sounds then, though, that even in some ways you can't go as easily as you would like, that
you have found a way to, uh, to still have dreams in this life and still have goals in this life and to still
work at them and you still have a lot of contact with people and people coming to you who need help,
want help. And you want to do that.
JD: Yes. That was one of the things that I missed the most when he was sick and I felt myself

confined. I just asked the Lord, I said, ''Now, you know,"- and I used to have the habit of going
through the community. And the elderly, I would talk with them and cheer them up. And I'd get
myself cheered up, too. And I missed that. And so I was talking with the Lord about it, and he
started sending different people to me.

AB: Well, you smile a lot, so you must be a happy lady. [laughing]
JD: I am, I

am.

Thank you. [lots of laughter and overlapping voices]

RW-N: And make others happy.
JD: Thank-you. I am, I'm happy. I try always to look at the good things and what can't-if this is
something I don't like, well, what can I do to change it. And I always believe that I can change
something.

RW-N: lfl' d only keep my temper. [teasingly] [chuckling]
JD: Yes. And, and I thank God, and I ask him to take that away and I do better.

RW-N: Yeah.
JD: Of course, I'm not perfect in it. Because I'll lose my temper in a minute. (RW-N: Right) Yes.

RW-N: It's nice working with you.
END OF INTERVIEWS
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